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Abstract
An operating system kernel orchestrates the use of the hardware by programs. Much of
the overall security of a system depends on the kernel, yet commodity OS kernels count
millions of lines of code. Inevitably, some of this code contains vulnerabilities that can
be exploited by attackers.
However, attackers need more than finding a single vulnerability in the source code.
They need to realize the conditions under which the vulnerability is triggered. The amount
of the kernel code that is reachable to an attacker, regardless of it being exploitable is
defined here as the attack surface.
This thesis provides an in-depth analysis of what the kernel attack surface is and
how it can be measured, how it can be reduced, and an evaluation of the advantages and
disadvantages of doing so.
The quantification is based on a reachability analysis over the kernel call graph, taking
into account assumptions on the attacker’s privileges. For example, precise measurements
show that, out of the 10 million lines of code in the kernel sources, only about 2.5 million
lines are reachable to a local unprivileged attacker on a popular Linux distribution.
The attack surface reduction techniques are twofold. The first makes use of the Linux
kernel’s configurability to generate a workload-tailored Linux kernel, at compile time.
The second achieves finer granularity by instrumenting individual kernel functions at run
time, without requiring any kernel recompilation.
Using the quantification techniques of this thesis, I show the effectiveness of both
approaches. They can both reduce drastically (more than four-fold) the kernel attack sur-
face. I conclude that attack surface reduction, or the principle of economy of mechanism,
has been rather neglected on commodity OS kernels, and that the security benefits that
would be achieved outweigh their drawbacks in many practical use cases.
iii
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Introduction
“ It was a pleasure to burn. ”Ray Bradbury, Farenheit 451
Security vulnerabilities allow attackers to cross trust boundaries. Often, it is an
operating system kernel which is relied upon to establish and maintain those boundaries.
For instance, in a platform-as-a-service cloud designed with security in mind, each
customer can be served by a process within a distinct security domain. Similarly, the
security of an internal corporate network is dependent on the security of each of the
endpoints in the network, which often includes embedded systems such as printers and
phones, and personal devices such as smartphones and tablets. In each of those cases, the
kernel can enforce security policies (such as preventing low-level network access or the
installation of stealth rootkits on the device) for applications running on each device.
In other words, the OS kernel, due to it’s traditional reference monitor role [And72],
is part of the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) of the overall system. Because limiting
the amount of trusted components, i.e., reducing TCB size, is generally accepted to
improve security, this means smaller kernels result in better overall system security as
well. Indeed, less code means a lower likelihood of defects existing (about 5 defects per
1,000 source lines of code (SLOC) on average [BP84; Lu+13; OWB04]).
Traditionally, TCB size is measured in terms of SLOC of the TCB components. For
instance, part of the operating system research community focuses on building small
kernels (e.g., micro-kernels [Ber+94; Her+06b; Lie95] or exo-kernels [EKO95]), in an
effort to improve dependability in general. However, the choice of an operating system in
today’s cloud services or end-user devices is rarely dictated by security considerations —
to the extent that this choice still exists. Rather, ease-of-development and compatibility
with existing middleware and applications is of primary importance.
From the above, we can derive one of the primary assumptions motivating much of
the systems security research work, including this dissertation:
A1: Compatibility with existing systems should be ensured for novel security tools to be
used in current production systems.
A powerful and widespread current approach to improve application security is
via sandboxing, i.e., limiting the interactions of a process with the rest of the system.
We can categorize some of the existing application-level “sandboxes” as follows: re-
source access control [SVS01; Tom; Wri+02], software-based fault isolation [Wah+93;
Yee+09; Zha+11], language-based sandboxing [Gos00; IFF96; WG92], OS-level virtual-
ization [KW00; Lxc; PT04].
All these mechanisms extend the security services provided to the applications by
the kernel, such as isolation of processes and access control to resources. For exam-
ple, SELinux [SVS01] enables fine-granularity access control compared to traditional
Discretionary Access Control (DAC), as well as central security policy control, while
Linux Containers (LXC) [Lxc] enables PID- and network- namespaces.
Mainly, these techniques help in building secure applications such as those that
employ sandboxes when parsing untrusted user input. However, it is worth noting that
all those approaches assume a trusted the kernel. Once the kernel is compromised, the
attacker has full control over each application running on the system.
To what extent do these mechanisms protect the kernel itself? Or in other words, do
these mechanism provide any kernel protection, in particular by limiting the amount of
kernel code reachable to attackers (i.e., by limiting the kernel attack surface)? These
previously mentioned “sandboxes” were not designed with this goal in mind, and experi-
ence indicates that, at least under some conditions, such mechanisms are not effective in
prevent kernel exploits. For instance, much of the past Linux kernel exploits have been
known to work regardless of resource access control mechanisms such as SELinux being
used [Spe].
This leads to the second assumption underlying this work:
A2: Existing security mechanisms are not sufficient for kernel attack surface reduction
as they were not designed with such a goal in mind.
3Although some kernel protection mechanisms, such as seccomp [Goo09], do reduce
attack surface, the reduction has neither been quantified, nor has the mechanism been
designed in a quantifiable way.
Therefore, I design mechanisms that focus on quantifiable attack surface reduction as
a primary goal. More importantly, it becomes clear that we now need to precisely define
and quantify what the kernel attack surface is in order to develop new techniques that
reduce kernel attack surface and compare them objectively.
Hence, the research questions that this thesis aims to answer are:
Q1: Is it possible to precisely define the kernel attack surface? Can it be measured?
Past kernel exploits show that attackers will leverage obscure functionality present
in the kernel to achieve their goals, hence it is intuitively understood that such
additional functionality significantly increases the chances of an attacker finding
such vulnerabilities. Can we define and quantify the kernel attack surface to
confirm or refute this established wisdom?
Q2: Can we develop kernel protection mechanisms whose attack surface reduction is
quantifiable? To what extent can these mechanisms be applied to commodity OSes
in practice?
No quantification of the attack surface reduction achieved by existing kernel
protection mechanisms exists. Can we design and implement mechanisms that
do? If so, what are their limitations? How much attack surface reduction can be
achieved in practice?
1.1 Main Contributions
This dissertation contains three main contributions: one related to the formalization and
quantification of kernel attack surface, and two more related to the design, implementa-
tion, and evaluation of novel kernel attack surface reduction techniques.
First, most operating systems security research focuses on measuring TCB size in
SLOC to quantify of the amount of code that, if defects were to exist in, could result in
security guarantees not being met. Because this approach is too coarse and imprecise for
quantifying kernel self-protection methods, I develop new metrics to fill this gap.
C1: Kernel Attack Surface Quantification. For a given set of assumptions on the oper-
ation of the kernel (e.g., use of loadable kernel modules (LKMs)), and assumptions
on the attacker’s interaction with the kernel (e.g., the attacker control an unprivi-
leged process), which is referred to as the security model, I formally define what
the attack surface represents. In turn, I use this to derive attack surface metrics
that are used to measure and compare attack surfaces. I perform attack surface
measurements not only on current distribution kernels, but also for tailored and
trimmed kernels.
As we can measure kernel attack surface, it becomes easier to understand how to
design mechanisms that focus on reducing kernel attack surface. I design and implement
new techniques that quantifiably reduce kernel attack surface, while keeping in mind
compatibility and performance:
C2: Compile-time Kernel Tailoring. (joint work)1 The Linux kernel is highly config-
urable, and most kernel distributions attempt to maximize user satisfaction (and
support) by shipping with as many kernel features enabled as possible. However,
this is in turn offers attackers a large code base to exploit. A simple approach to
produce a smaller kernel is to manually configure a tailored Linux kernel, by only
enabling features necessary for the use case the kernel will be used for. However,
the more than 11,000 configuration options available in recent Linux versions
make this a time-consuming and non-trivial task. We design and implement an
automated approach to produce a kernel configuration that is adapted to a particular
workload and hardware. Results show that, for real-world server use cases, the
attack surface reduction obtained by tailoring the kernel ranges from about 50% to
85%. Therefore, kernel tailoring is an attractive approach to improve the security
of the Linux kernel in practice.
C3: Run-time Kernel Trimming. In this contribution, I show it’s possible to reduce the
kernel’s attack surface by tracing individual kernel functions used by an application,
and, after using the kernel call graph to infer a greater set of permissible functions,
1This contribution is joint work with another PhD student, Reinhard Tartler, who contributed his
domain-specific knowledge of the Linux kernel build system, and of a tool he developed in his thesis to
extract the configuration dependencies therein [Tar+11]. I contributed the idea of leveraging configuration
dependencies to generate workload-tailored kernels, and the usage of kernel tracing as previously performed
in [KSK11].
5it’s possible to detect uses of unnecessary kernel functions by a process. Unlike
previous work, this results in quantifiable, non-bypassable, per-application kernel
attack surface reduction at run-time. I implement this approach as a kernel module,
KTRIM, and evaluate results under real-world workloads for four typical server
applications. Results show that the performance overhead and false positives
remain low, while the attack surface reduction can be as high as 80%.
1.2 Related Publications
Parts of this thesis have been published in peer-reviewed conferences, namely:
1. Anil Kurmus, Sergej Dechand, and Ru¨diger Kapitza. “Quantifiable Run-time
Kernel Attack Surface Reduction”. In: Proceedings of the 10th International
Conference on Detection of Intrusions and Malware, and Vulnerability Assessment
(DIMVA’14). London/Egham, UK, 2014 (to appear) [KDK14]
2. Anil Kurmus et al. “Attack Surface Metrics and Automated Compile-Time OS
Kernel Tailoring”. In: Proceedings of the 20th Network and Distributed System
Security Symposium. San Diego, CA United States, 2013 [Kur+13]
3. Anil Kurmus, Alessandro Sorniotti, and Ru¨diger Kapitza. “Attack Surface Re-
duction For Commodity OS Kernels”. In: Proceedings of the Fourth European
Workshop on System Security. Salzburg,Austria, 2011 [KSK11]
4. Anil Kurmus et al. “A Comparison of Secure Multi-Tenancy Architectures for
Filesystem Storage Clouds”. In: Middleware. Lisbon, Portugal, 2011, pages 471–
490 [Kur+11]
1.3 Organization
Chapter 2 presents an overview of existing work related to kernel attack surface re-
duction: examples of past kernel vulnerabilities, state-of-the-art of kernel self-defense
mechanisms, and finally a survey of existing security metrics that are related to attack
surface quantification. Chapter 3 describes the methods I developed to quantify kernel
attack surface reduction: this includes formal definitions and assumptions, examples of
attack surface metrics. Chapter 4 focuses on compile-time kernel attack surface reduction
(KTAILOR), presenting both the implementation and evaluation results. Similarly, Chap-
ter 5 focuses on run-time kernel attack surface reduction (KTRIM). Chapter 6 compares
KTAILOR and KTRIM, and presents a study showcasing a cloud-service case study where
KTAILOR and KTRIM can be applied. Finally, I conclude in Chapter 7.
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State-of-the-art Kernel Protection,
Exploitation and Security Metrics
“ The best books, he perceived, arethose that tell you what you knowalready. ”George Orwell, 1984
This chapter takes a bottom-up approach to present the state-of-the-art in kernel
protection. I start with a few examples of past kernel vulnerabilities and an overview
of the typical three phases of writing an exploit. Then, I describe kernel protection
mechanisms, especially in contrast to kernel security services: the distinction is central
in understanding the goals of kernel attack surface reduction. Next, I categorize existing
kernel protection mechanisms. As a by-product, I also propose a (non-exhaustive)
taxonomy of kernel protection mechanism where kernel attack surface reduction can be
situated. Finally, I briefly review existing ways of quantifying the effectiveness of kernel
protection mechanisms.
The references given here will, when applicable, focus on Linux. This is mainly
because the Linux kernel is taken as the primary example in this thesis. However, many
examples of vulnerabilities and security mechanisms have their counterparts in other
operating system kernels, and the applicability of the taxonomy presented here, and of
this work in general, is broad.
2.1 Kernel Vulnerabilities
This thesis pursues pursues the line of research which consists in creating novel pro-
tections based on the observation of how the exploitation of operating systems occurs
in practice — an area of systems security research which has proven to be effective in
raising the bar for attackers over the past fifteen years [Vee+12].
To motivate the need for kernel attack surface reduction and other kernel protection
mechanisms, I show a few examples of kernel vulnerabilities and give some high-level
insight into the process of exploiting a vulnerability. This matters mainly for two reasons.
Firstly, these vulnerabilities and exploits provide a proof that, as it stands, commodity
operating systems such as Linux cannot be considered secure (for a given version).
Secondly, their understanding provides an intuition of which protection mechanisms can
be effective, and to what extent. In particular, it is noteworthy that many vulnerabilities
were found in features that rarely need to be used on production systems.
2.1.1 Examples
Among the many Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) entries available for
the Linux kernel, the vulnerabilities I describe below all had publicly available exploits.
This is the main criterion that I use in their selection. In addition to being recent, the
vulnerabilities also illustrate distinct types of exploits: the first three provide attackers
with privilege escalation capabilities, while the last one allows leakage of kernel stack
contents. The privilege escalation exploits are very different in their nature: out-of-
bounds array access, insufficient access control checks, and unchecked user-pointer
dereference. This helps in having an intuitive understanding of the common saying that
“there is no silver bullet in security”, i.e., that a single security mechanism is unlikely
to prevent all kernel vulnerabilities. Finally, they provide us with the intuition that
rarely-used functionality may be responsible for a significant amount of vulnerabilities.
These examples will be referred to later on, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, as supplemen-
tary anecdotal evidence of the effectiveness of proposed kernel protection mechanisms.
perf_swevent_init (CVE-2013-2094). This vulnerability concerns the Linux ker-
nel’s recently introduced low-level performance monitoring framework. Such frame-
works, while useful in development environments, are not necessary in production sys-
tems that may be exposed to attackers. It was discovered using the TRINITY fuzzer [Dav],
9and, shortly after its discovery, a kernel exploit presumably dated from 2010 was publicly
released, suggesting that the vulnerability had been exploited in the wild for the past few
years. The vulnerability is an out-of-bounds access (decrement by one) into an array, with
a partially-attacker-controlled index. Indeed, the index variable, event_id is declared as a
64 bit integer in the kernel structure, but the perf_swevent_init function assumes it is of
type int when checking for its validity: as a consequence, the attacker controls the upper
32 bits of the index freely. In the publicly released exploit, the sw_perf_event_destroy
kernel function is then leveraged to provoke the arbitrary write, because it makes use
of event_id as a 64-bit index into the array. This results in arbitrary kernel-mode code
execution.
check_mem_permission (CVE-2012-0056). This vulnerability resides in the rarely-
used, alternative debuging interface that is provided through /proc/self/mem. A detailed
description of this cleverly-discovered vulnerability is provided by its author online1.
It essentially consists in tricking a set-user-id process into writing to its own memory
(through /proc/self/mem) attacker-controlled data, resulting in obtaining root access.
The vulnerability is in the kernel function responsible for handling permission checks on
/proc/self/mem writes: __check_mem_permission.
sk_run_filter (CVE-2010-4158). This vulnerability is in the implementation of
the Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) [MJ93] system used to filter network packets directly in
the kernel. It is a “classic” stack-based information leak vulnerability: a carefully crafted
input allows an attacker to read uninitialized stack memory. Such vulnerabilities can
potentially breach confidentiality of important kernel data, or be used in combination
with other exploits, especially when kernel hardening features are in use (such as kernel
base address randomization).
rds_page_copy_user (CVE-2010-3904). This vulnerability is in reliable datagram
sockets (RDS), a seldom used network protocol. The vulnerability is straightforward:
the developer has essentially made use of the __copy_to_user function instead of the
copy_to_user function which checks that the destination address is not within kernel
address space. This results in arbitrary writes (and reads) into kernel memory, and
therefore kernel-mode code execution. This vulnerability is in an LKM which is not in
use on the target system, yet, because of the Linux kernel’s on-demand LKM loading
feature which will load some kernel modules when they are made use of by user-space
1http://blog.zx2c4.com/749
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Figure 2.1. High-level exploit development steps
applications, the vulnerability was exploitable on many Linux systems.
2.1.2 Exploitation Process
Exploiting a vulnerability for arbitrary code execution is most often2 a three step process
(see Figure 2.1): Ê Discovery of the vulnerability. This can be achieved through manual
analysis of the source, static analysis, or run-time techniques such as fuzz-testing and
selective symbolic execution. Ë Triggering the vulnerability. Especially in the case where
the vulnerability has been found through manual or static analysis, the attacker needs to
create a small test program to trigger the vulnerability3. In particular, some vulnerabilities
can be impossible to reach for the attacker, especially in large software such as the Linux
kernel — this could be because it can only be triggered with elevated privileges, or one
of the many other reasons we will describe in Chapter 3. Ì Developing a payload. In the
case of Linux kernel vulnerabilities, local attacks will typically aim to elevate privileges
by executing arbitrary code under kernel privileges. This is typically quite straightforward
in existing kernels once the attacker controls the instruction pointer, because the attacker
can simply return into code of his choosing in user-space. Grsecurity [St] kernels are
known to have protections against such payloads, and it can be significantly more difficult
for attackers to craft payloads in such cases.
As an example, the RDS vulnerability (explained in Section 2.1.1) has been discovered
by Rosenberg thanks to a simple text-search over the kernel source files for the callers of
the __copy_from_user function. Triggering the vulnerability was not a challenge: most
Linux distributions compile the RDS module, and, although the kernel module is not
loaded at boot-time, it is configured to be automatically loaded at the first use of the
socket (by any unprivileged process). Hence the vulnerable code path can be triggered
by simple making an RDS socketcall and receiving a network packet. Finally, Rosenberg
2See [Bra+12] for a more detailed description
3This is usually referred to as a proof-of-concept (PoC) in the exploitation community.
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Figure 2.2. A proposed taxonomy of kernel security mechanisms.
created an exploit by using the vulnerability as an arbitrary content, length and location
write primitive into kernel memory (by receiving an RDS packet to an attacker-chosen
buffer location in the kernel, containing attacker-provided data that was sent by the
exploit) — the actual payload was to overwrite an RDS ioctl function pointer with the
address of a (userland) function in the exploit that gives root privileges to the currently
running process (the RDS exploit itself).
As we will see, each of the approaches presented in Section 2.2.2 (or alternatively,
under “kernel protection” in Figure 2.2) can be seen as making one of these steps more
difficult for the attacker. In a nutshell: patch management, static analysis, fuzz-testing
and symbolic execution make vulnerability discovery more difficult; attack surface
reduction makes triggering the vulnerability more difficult; extension isolation and
exploit mitigation make payload generation more difficult.
2.2 Kernel Protection
We now survey mechanisms that can prevent kernel vulnerabilities from being exploited,
or that can remove vulnerabilities altogether. Before this, however, I compare kernel
protection and kernel security services. This distinction is important to understand the
benefits of kernel attack surface reduction, and how it is different from resource access
control mechanisms such as SELinux [SVS01].
2.2.1 Security Services vs. Protection
Many tools aim to improve kernel security. However, improving kernel security is a rather
vague formulation that would benefit from being defined. Distinguishing between kernel
(security) protection and kernel security services helps preventing misunderstandings
over the main objectives and effectiveness of kernel security mechanisms.
Kernel protection aims to either protect the vulnerabilities that exist in the kernel
from being exploited, or to remove those vulnerabilities in the first place. In contrast,
kernel security services are mechanisms that are provided by the kernel to user-space
to enable secure application design and inter-process isolation (i.e., the creation of trust
boundaries between processes).
In particular, I focus mainly on the state-of-the-art of kernel protection mechanisms,
simply because kernel attack surface reduction belongs to this category. For this rea-
son, Section 2.2.1.1 briefly reviews existing security mechanisms especially from a
historical perspective, while we reserve a larger part in Section 2.2.2 to references on
kernel protection. Section 2.2.1.2 provides historical references for the need for kernel
protection.
2.2.1.1 Kernel Security Services: History and Examples
The primary goal of this category of kernel security mechanisms is to provide security
services to user-space applications. The kernel, being usually a trusted entity which
mediates access to security-critical resources, is indeed in a prime position to provide
resource access control services to applications. This has been one of the first responsibil-
ities of operating system kernels: one of the innovation of Multics [CV65; Sal74] was to
provide ACLs for files, as well as application isolation through the use of virtual memory.
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Note that, although access control can be seen as a kernel service preventing untrusted
application from accessing sensitive resources, it can also be seen as a service restricting
information flows and (partially) solving the confinement4 problem as formulated by
Lampson [Lam73]. Over time, existing access control mechanisms were deemed insuffi-
cient, e.g., because they were not granular enough, or because they would not apply to
some types of resources. In particular, this lead to the development of Mandatory Access
Control (MAC) frameworks [Los+98; SVS01; Wat+03] and capability-based access con-
trol systems [Har85; Wat+12]. Another trend is the move towards OS-level virtualization
solutions such as FreeBSD jails [KW00] or LXC [Lxc]. For instance, LXC provides
process-id namespace, network interface namespaces, as well as the possibility of restrict-
ing CPU and memory usage per container. Access control is not the only security service
that is provided by an OS kernel. Cryptographic services, as instantiated in the encrypting
stacked filesystem ecryptfs or kernel-provided key management services5, are one such
example. In addition to data-at-rest protection, cryptography is also used for load-time
code-signing, as implemented in technologies such as IMA [Sai+04]. Another example
is network firewalls. Note that quotas (e.g., maximum number of processes, maximum
storage space usage) would be categorized as resource access control mechanisms.
2.2.1.2 Kernel (Self-) Protection: History
Kernel protection encompasses mechanisms that prevent attackers from taking advantages
of design or implementation defects in the kernel itself. Attackers are interested in
such attacks: they provide a way of subverting the kernel-provided security services
described above, through direct compromise of the kernel. Such attacks are not new:
the first publication6 considering and documenting such attacks is the 1972 report of
the Computer Security Planning Study Panel [And72]. In the first Appendix, Anderson
identifies and categorizes multiple sources of security threats, among which scavenging
and incomplete parameter checking. Interestingly, those attacks remain realistic on
modern kernels.
4Confinement is a mechanism preventing an untrusted application from communicating (or exfiltrating)
information it might have gathered from sensitive resources.
5On Linux, see Documentation/filesystems/ecryptfs.txt and Documentation/keys.txt in
the kernel source.
6To the best of my knowledge.
For instance, although the specific scavenging attack7 described does not exist in
modern kernels, similar attacks do: such as uninitialized members of a C structure
being passed to user by the kernel. Those vulnerabilities are referred to more broadly
as information leakage vulnerabilities nowadays. Incomplete user-provided parameter
checking is also a vulnerability that remains relevant to this day: the Linux kernel RDS
exploit [Ros] from 2010 fits Anderson’s definition: the kernel does not check the user-
provided buffer’s location, hence, an attacker can trick the kernel into reading or writing
to kernel memory attacker-controlled data8.
Anderson’s report also recommended both the development of secure operating
systems from scratch, and retrofitting security into existing systems on the short term.
These approaches can be considered as kernel protection mechanism. As of 2013,
this trend towards new kernel protection mechanisms continues, e.g., with approaches
aiming to develop new secure OS kernels from scratch, such as the formally verified
seL4 [Kle+09] kernel, as well as approaches that improve the security of commodity OS
kernels with various protection mechanisms that do not necessitate a complete overhaul
of the kernel (e.g., PaX kernel hardening [St]). In the remainder of this work, I use the
term kernel self-protection to refer to those approaches that involve modifying the kernel
(either at compile time or at run time) in order to protect the kernel from attacks.
2.2.1.3 Relationship between the two categories
The raison-d’eˆtre of operating systems is to provide services to user space. Security-
related services allow system administrators and user-space programmers to design
systems with enhanced security, e.g., by separation of components according to a least-
privilege design [Sal74]. Such security services can only be assured as long as kernel self-
protection is effective in preventing attacks directly targeting the kernel: compromising
the kernel allows attacker to circumvent all controls. This dependency between kernel
self-protection security services is mutual. Indeed, it is only necessary to prevent attacks
directed towards the kernel if an attacker’s actions are restricted by the kernel in the first
7Anderson gives the example of uninitialized memory being assigned to a program.
8“The code performing this function does not check the source and destination addresses properly,
permitting portions of the monitor to be overlaid by the user” [And72]. This same paragraph is sometimes
used as a reference to buffer overflows: e.g., see the Wikipedia page [Wik] or [Hal+]. In my interpretation
of the paragraph, the explanation does not correspond to a buffer overflow but rather to missing user
address access checks.
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place.
As an example, non-multi-user and non-connected commodity operating systems
such as Disk Operating System (DOS) provided no security services to user space9, and,
unsurprisingly, no kernel self-protection mechanism existed. Nowadays, many processes
are sandboxed: browser renderers, OPENSSH server connection handling, as well as
individual application on mobile platforms. To circumvent those sandboxes, attackers
are increasingly targeting the kernel [Ben+12; Eva12], which motivates the development
of improved kernel self-protection techniques.
2.2.2 State-of-the-art in Kernel Protection
Over the years, both industry and academia have strived to improve the state-of-the-art
in kernel protection. I categorize and list some of those efforts below, with a particular
emphasis on techniques that are applicable to the Linux kernel. The proactiveness,
i.e., the ability of preventing unknown vulnerabilities or classes of vulnerabilities from
being exploited, is also mentioned for each technique. The more proactive a protection
mechanism is, the less likely it is that newly discovered vulnerability impacts a system.
Thus it is a valuable parameter when informally assessing the usefulness of a protection
mechanism.
Figure 2.2 presents a proposed taxonomy that categorizes the approaches described
below. I first start with external kernel protection mechanisms — as opposed to kernel
self-protection, where kernel protection is ensured “within” the kernel (i.e., by making
changes to the kernel, its configuration, or its build system).
2.2.2.1 Patch Management
Large software projects tend to suffer from a large number of defects, and in particular,
security-related defects which need to be patched with higher urgency (vulnerabilities).
Commodity OS kernels are no exception to this rule. Security vulnerabilities are com-
monly tracked in the form of CVE entries that contain information on each vulnerability
(e.g., affected product versions, description, severity scores)10.
9In MS-DOS, every process had access to all files, including the kernel image.
10Note that CVE entries merely form a subset of all known vulnerabilities that exist in a particular
program, because only vulnerabilities that were reported to the CVE database maintainers can be considered
for inclusion. For instance, the vendor can fix vulnerabilities in a program without applying for a CVE,
The Linux kernel had on average 118 CVE entries each year for the past 5 years
(2009 to 2013 inclusive)11. Linux kernel distributors, such as Red Hat, examine each
new CVE (and sometimes report CVEs) and evaluate whether they are applicable to
the distribution kernels they are maintaining, issuing advisories accordingly. In case a
vulnerability exists in one of the maintained distribution kernels, they will patch and
compile a new kernel to create an updated kernel package (the speed at which this is
done, and whether multiple patches are bundled together depends mostly on the perceived
severity of the vulnerability). In turn, sysadmins using the distribution kernels are tasked
with upgrading the kernel (usually after testing, in large enterprises). This process is a
part of what is generally referred to as patch management.
The goal of patch management is essentially to reduce as much as possible the window
of vulnerability12 by applying patches as soon as they are available, while taking into
account cost constraints, system availability and reliability [CCZ06; Iso]. It is therefore a
technique for improving kernel self-protection, albeit a very reactive one.
Indeed, patch management can only “fix” vulnerabilities that are known (and for
which a patch has been prepared): in that sense, it is the least proactive technique. Besides
the obvious problem of attackers exploiting vulnerabilities that are not currently known,
it can be very costly to create an infrastructure to apply patches as soon as they appear
(as this requires continuous monitoring for the availability of such patches, and thorough
and quick testing for regressions). For those reasons, more proactive techniques are
necessary: by preventing or mitigating a portion of vulnerabilities before they are known
to attackers, fewer patches will have to be applied in a timely manner, thus one can reduce
the pressure on patch management.
2.2.2.2 Source Code Static Checkers
A simple approach to reduce the number of vulnerabilities in a given code base is to
manually review the source code for known patterns of certain vulnerabilities: e.g., the
improper bounds-checking on buffers in C programs. Of course, as soon as code bases
become large, it becomes interesting to analyze the code-base for such known patterns
using automated tools, which is referred to as static source code checkers.
while attackers can detect such vulnerabilities by examining binary or source patches.
11According to the National Vulnerability Database (NVD).
12The timespan from the introduction of a vulnerability to its removal.
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Perhaps the simplest form of “static analysis” on the source, is the simple text
search over the source code for potentially vulnerabilities. As simple as it may sound,
this technique is often used by attackers and kernel security researchers: for instance,
Dan Rosenberg found in 2010 a local privilege escalation vulnerability in the Linux
kernel [Ros] by simply using grep for uses of the unsafe __copy_to_user function; Kees
Cook also found a similar vulnerability in a similar way [Coo11].
Of course, more precise tools are required for checking for many common vulnerabil-
ities, e.g., the use of attacker-supplied (or tainted) values as array index, or the use of a
tented buffer as direct parameter to a format string. One such tool is CQual [Fos+03],
which does require its user to annotate tainted and untainted variables by the use of
special types.
CQual has been used successfully to find unsafe user/kernel pointer dereference
vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel [JW04]. Prior to that, Engler et al. [Eng+00] have used
an extensible compiler, xg++, to create extensions that specifically check certain classes
of vulnerabilities, such as unsafe user pointer dereference, attacker-initiated deadlocks,
double-frees.
Interestingly, as of 2013, neither of these two static analysis tools are in use as part
of the build process of the Linux kernel13. Instead, Linux kernel developers are using:
Sparse [Tor03] which can be described as a simpler version of the work of Johnson and
Wagner [JW04]; Coccinelle [LMU05; Pad+08; PLM06] which is currently used to detect
22 different coding mistakes14 ranging from deprecated usages to vulnerabilities; and
some scripts for helping detect common defects, such as the scripts/checkstack.pl
perl script that lists all kernel functions by stack-space usage — indeed, each process is
allocated a fixed 4KB or 8KB kernel stack, with little run-time checks on stack usage,
which can lead to security vulnerabilities such as CVE-2010-384815.
The limits of static analysis are well-known [CM04]. Basically, Rice’s theorem
indicates that, in the general case, it is possible to reduce static analysis (for any non-
trivial program property) to the halting problem. This means that, in practice, static
analysis is prone to false negatives or false positives (or both). It is therefore better to
13Or, to the best of my knowledge, by any other party.
14See Coccinelle scripts shipped with the Linux kernel sources, in the scripts/coccinelle sub-
directory.
15Note that the CVE description incorrectly refers to this vulnerability as a “stack-based buffer overflow,
whereas it should be qualified as a “stack overflow”, or “stack exhaustion” vulnerability.
consider that static analysis tools are designed to help a human code reviewer, rather than
automatically detect and fix vulnerabilities [Hee11]. Moreover, static analysis tools tend
to be specialised and only detect classes of vulnerabilities which are known — especially
for a program of the scale of an operating system kernel, many “new” or “specific” classes
of vulnerabilities can be found over time.
As an example for unknown classes of vulnerabilities, the large class of vulnerabilities
that are format strings did not stir much interest until the remote wuftpd exploit of tf8
(CVE-2000-0573). A similar remark can be made about Linux kernel NULL pointer
dereferences, for which no effective mitigations existed until the 2009 sock_sendpage
local privilege escalation exploit (CVE-2009-2692)16. As an example of an OS-specific
vulnerability, Travis Ormandy found in the Windows NT kernel a vulnerability which
allows switching of kernel stacks because of incorrect assumptions made in the general
protection fault handler17. Such cases show the limit, in terms of proactiveness, of static
analysis techniques.
2.2.2.3 Fuzz-testing and Symbolic execution
To go beyond the limits of static analysis, one can attempt to generate a large number
of specially-crafted inputs to trigger vulnerabilities at run-time [MFS90]. The TRINITY
fuzzer [Dav] does so by enumerating a large number of Linux system calls together with
potentially interesting inputs and sequences: for instance, one needs to first open a file
descriptor in order to make use of read and write system calls. Using this approach, many
defects have been found in the Linux kernel (e.g., CVE-2013-2094 for which a private
exploit existed).
A more systematic approach to reach a large number of program states (and potentially
trigger corner-case vulnerabilities) is selective symbolic execution in the kernel [CKC11].
Renzelmann, Kadav, and Swift [RKS12] have applied this approach to find a significant
number of vulnerabilities in Linux kernel drivers, without even requiring the hardware
corresponding to those drivers to be present.
16The first mitigation was introduced in 2007, commit ed03218, and was available to SELinux users.
However, it was possible to bypass this first mitigation easily until 2009. Note that this class of vulnerabili-
ties existed since the early days of the Linux kernel, since Linux did not make use of segmentation for
separating user and kernel address space.
17See http://lists.grok.org.uk/pipermail/full-disclosure/2010-January/072549.
html for a detailed description.
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The advantage of run-time techniques such as fuzz-testing and symbolic execution is
the low likelihood of false-positives: if an attacker-supplied input is indeed crashing a
program, it is likely that this was not in its specifications. In addition, such approaches
can be very proactive in finding new vulnerabilities18. Path explosion, i.e., the problem
of potentially having to execute an exponential number of program states in order to find
a significant portion of vulnerabilities, is the main limitation of run-time approaches.
2.2.2.4 Exploit Mitigation
Another approach is to attempt to make vulnerabilities more difficult to exploit (typically
to prevent privilege escalation). This usually entails making it difficult for attackers to
transform a memory corruption vulnerability into an arbitrary code execution vulnerabil-
ity, or to prevent memory corruption in the first place [Vee+12].
For instance, Secure Virtual Architecture (SVA) [Cri+07] compiles the existing kernel
sources into a safe instruction set architecture, which is translated to native instructions
by the SVA VM. This provides among other guarantees, a variant of type safety and
control flow integrity for the Linux kernel.
The grsecurity and PaX team [St] have also produced numerous kernel exploit
mitigation for Linux. This includes: (a) Kernel stack randomization, which randomizes
the location of the kernel stack base at each system call. In particular this makes
exploitation of kernel stack exhaustion vulnerabilities more difficult. (b) Kernel page
execution protection, which “emulates” setting kernel data pages without the executable
flag on architectures where this is not MMU-supported. This prevents some simple code
injection-based payloads. A similar protection exists for return-to-userland attacks (a
straightforward payload for memory-corruption-based privilege elevation is to include the
payload in the userland exploit process, this prevents such payloads, and predates Intel’s
recent Supervisor Mode Execution Protection (SMEP) extensions which add hardware
support to help achieving the same goal). (c) A comparable protection exists for data:
improperly dereferencing userland pointers in kernel mode is a common vulnerability
(with NULL-pointer dereferences occuring most often). PaX makes use of segmentation
(when available) to provide kernel/userland memory separation and prevent exploitation
18In fact, Miller, Fredriksen, and So [MFS90] have presumably found the first instance of string format
vulnerabilities thanks to fuzz-testing.
of such vulnerabilities19.
Limitations of exploit mitigation solutions include that their scope is usually lim-
ited to a given class of vulnerabilities, or sometimes only to a specific type of payload.
For example, injecting kernel code is not necessary to execute arbitrary code with an
arbitrary kernel write vulnerability. Moreover, it is often difficult to securely recover
from prevented attacks (or false positives) without crashing the kernel with such de-
fenses [LAK09].
2.2.2.5 Extension Isolation
A number of approaches exist that retrofit micro-kernel–like features into mono-
lithic OS kernels, mostly targeting fault isolation of kernel extensions such as device
drivers [Cas+09; Mao+11; Swi+02]. For instance, the work of Swift et al. [Swi+02]
wraps calls from device drivers to the core Linux kernel API (and vice-versa), as well as
use virtual memory protection mechanisms, which leads to a more reliable kernel in the
presence of faulty drivers. In the presence of a malicious attacker who can compromise
such devices, however, this is in general insufficient. This can be mitigated with more
involved approaches such as LXFI [Mao+11], which requires interfaces between the
kernel and extensions to be annotated manually.
By deprivileging kernel modules, kernel extension isolation can greatly reduce the
impact of some vulnerabilities [Mao+11]. However, it is also inherently limited by the
privileges of the drivers: e.g., a hard-drive driver will be able to modify the on-disk
filesystem data, which in many cases will be sufficient for a full system compromise.
Similarly, in the absence of a properly configured IOMMU, drivers of DMA-capable
devices are privileged to read and write to system memory. Nevertheless, extension
isolation is a very proactive approach in the sense that it can potentially mitigate all types
of vulnerabilities.
2.2.2.6 Attack Surface Reduction
Instead of deprivileging parts of the kernel, a simpler approach is to prevent unnecessary
kernel code from being executed by attackers in the first place. Interestingly, although
19See the excellent description at http://grsecurity.net/~spender/uderef.txt for more details.
Perhaps surprisingly to some, the technique is inspired by the use of segmentation in the Windows 95
kernel.
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many existing approaches could be qualified as reducing kernel attack surface to some
extent, very few approaches have been proposed to specifically reduce kernel attack
surface. SECCOMP [Goo09] is one of such approaches, and tackles this problem by
allowing processes to be sandboxed at the system call interface. Chapter 4 and Chapter 5
will present two new mechanisms for reducing kernel attack surface, and will compare
them to existing approaches.
Similarly to extension isolation, attack surface reduction is a proactive approach to
limit kernel vulnerabilities: if a vulnerability cannot be triggered by an attacker, it won’t
be exploitable and it does not matter which type of vulnerability is concerned.
2.2.2.7 Summary
None of the above approaches are, or claim to be, sufficient to eradicate all kernel vul-
nerabilities. However, each approach can prevent a significant number of vulnerabilities
which do not overlap with those that can be prevented by other approaches. For instance,
attack surface reduction will prevent all types of vulnerabilities that exist in rarely-used
parts of the kernel, while static analysis can only detect some known classes of vulner-
abilities. Conversely, static analysis can find vulnerabilities in commonly used critical
parts of the kernel (such as the system call interface), while attack surface reduction may
not. Hence, a systematic use of a combination of these techniques would provide the
best results in terms of ensuring commodity kernel’s protection. Perhaps surprisingly,
attack surface reduction has not seen much interested so far, even though, as I show in
this thesis, the benefits of attack surface reduction can be significant.
2.3 Kernel Protection Metrics
To paraphrase Lord Kelvin’s often-cited aphorism, we can only improve that we can
measure: quantifying is an important first step to understanding. However, quantifying
security (especially in terms of the “perceived” level of security of the system, e.g., from
a risk-management perspective) in a satisfactory manner is particularly difficult. Yet,
from an engineering and research perspective, it is paramount to know how different
technical solutions compare, and we now review how the effectiveness of OS kernel
protection mechanisms has been quantified in the literature.
2.3.1 CVE studies
Perhaps the most common approach to quantify the effectiveness of kernel protection
mechanisms is the use of CVEs. The authors would typically select a subset of all CVEs
for the kernel, and, for each, evaluate whether their approach would have prevented the
vulnerability.20
Chen et al. [Che+11] provide a good example of such a study for the Linux kernel, and
manually evaluate different kernel security mechanism (not necessarily kernel protection
mechanisms) according to the number of CVEs that would have been prevented, from
a total of 141 CVEs. Their results show that most of the mechanisms they studied are
insufficient in preventing kernel vulnerabilities, at least when taken individually (with
SD [Cho+05] scoring second with 23 CVEs prevented, and SUD [BWZ10] scoring first
with 29 CVEs prevented).
However, from the point of view of a system administrator these results might not be
particularly interesting. SUD may have prevented CVEs in a lot of obscure drivers but
the system that is being used might not even have the corresponding hardware, and no
exploits would have been possible in the first place.
Beyond this issue, CVE data inherently suffer from selection bias, even within one
given software such as the Linux kernel. For instance, vulnerability researchers might
focus only on some parts of the kernel, e.g., because they are familiar with it [Kur+13].
Therefore the distribution of CVEs within the kernel might not necessarily reflect the
distribution of kernel vulnerabilities attackers can be targeting.
2.3.2 Code Quality Metrics
Other authors may prefer using code quality metrics, such as source lines of code (SLOC),
for judging the complexity of the code base and inferring the number of vulnerabilities
that might exist in it. This is traditionally used in the Operating Systems community
as a thumb-rule to compare the complexity 21 of kernels. when this is used to argue
in favor of the security of one operating system versus another, there is usually several
orders of magnitude of a difference: e.g., when comparing a micro-kernel such as
20This is not always done for purposes of quantification. Rather, the authors may merely aim to show
anecdotal evidence that their approach can improve security by simply selecting a few vulnerabilities as a
showcase: see for instance Mao et al. [Mao+11].
21In the layman sense of the word, not the algorithmic complexity
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MINIX3 [Her+06b] (10K SLOC) to the Linux kernel (10M SLOC).
It has been shown that a correlation exists between the number of defects and code
quality metrics [Che78; She+85; Sin+06; SW08]. In particular, a positive, although weak,
correlation exists between CVE-based metrics and code quality metrics [Kur+13; SW08].
As such, performing source code analysis with code quality metrics can be a reasonable
approach to quantify security — however, security comparisons between software should
be handled with care: for instance studies such as [Kur+13; SW08] limit themselves to
comparisons between different versions or configurations of the same software.
2.3.3 Static Checkers
Another approach is to use static checkers to find defects in an entire code repository
directly. In their seminal work, Chou et al. [Cho+01] compare the number of defects in
the Linux kernel across different versions and kernel subsystems. This type of analysis
can be considered to produce more significant results (in estimating and comparing
the number of exploitable security vulnerabilities) than CVE-based and code-quality
metrics-based approaches.
Indeed, this approach does not suffer as much from selection bias, and the correlation
to vulnerabilities is higher (since some defects detected are security-relevant). However,
the approach does not take reachability of the code into account: for instance, for many,
one key take-away of the Chou et al. [Cho+01] is that drivers are highly vulnerable. While
this is correct in terms of the defects in the code base, this does not directly translate into
exploitable vulnerabilities as we will see in this thesis. Indeed, many of those drivers
might not be even compiled for the distribution kernel used by most users. Similarly,
even when they are available as modules, often, an attacker cannot exploit a vulnerability
in them unless the corresponding hardware for the driver is present on the machine.
2.4 Conclusion
Many classes of kernel security mechanisms exist, and each can be security-relevant
in different threat models. However, the security of the kernel (kernel protection) is
a precondition to ensuring that other services run correctly. In addition, many critical
kernel vulnerabilities, leading in some cases to privilege escalation exploits that give
full control to attackers, have plagued commodity OS kernels over the years. Hence,
improving kernel protection is a long-standing and pressing issue.
This thesis focuses on detecting and preventing such exploits, through kernel self-
protection. Although many kernel self-protection mechanisms exist, little work has been
done in attack surface reduction, or in defining kernel attack surface precisely. Chapter 3
lays the foundation to achieve this goal: it defines the kernel attack surface, and shows
the general approach to measure attack surfaces.
3
Kernel attack surface: Quantifica-
tion Method
“ I often say that when you canmeasure what you are speakingabout, and express it in numbers,
you know something about it ”Lord Kelvin, Electrical Units of
Measurement
The general idea of reducing attack surface to improve security is well known. Saltzer
[Sal74] refers to the economy of mechanism principle, while Anderson [And72] refers
to the reference monitor being small enough to be verifiable. It is also regarded as a
recommended software development practice nowadays [OWA]. However, the notion of
attack surface reduction is often vaguely defined.
This chapter starts by defining the kernel attack surface precisely, and then proceeds
with quantification techniques (metrics). The quantification methods explained here will
be used in the remainder of the thesis.
More precisely, we present three distinct security models, and, for each of them,
security metrics that we use in this thesis to evaluate and quantify the security of a running
Linux kernel. The dependence between notions defined or used here are summarized
in Figure 3.1.
3.1 Preliminary definitions
Definition 1 (Call graph). A call graph is a directed graph (F,C), where F ⊆ N is the
set of nodes and represents the set of functions as declared in the source of a program,
and C ⊆ F×F the set of arcs, which represent all direct and indirect function calls. We
denote the set of all call graphs by G .
In practice, static source code analysis at compile time (that takes all compile-time
configuration options into account) is used to obtain such a call graph.
Definition 2 (Entry and barrier functions). A security model defines a set of entry
functions E ⊆ F , which corresponds to the set of functions directly callable by an
attacker, and a set of barrier functions X ⊆ F , which corresponds to the set of functions
that, even if reachable, would prevent an attacker from progressing further into the call
graph.
E would typically be the interface of the program that is exposed to the attacker,
whereas X would typically be the set of functions that perform authorization for privi-
leges that the attacker is not assumed to have in the security model (e.g., administrator
privileges).
Definition 3 (Attack Surface). Given a call graph G = (F,C), a set of entry functions
E ⊆ F and a set of barrier functions X ⊆ F , let G′ be the subgraph of G induced by the
nodes F ′ = F \X , and let E ′ = E \X . The attack surface is then the subgraph GAS of G′
induced by all nodes f ∈ F ′ such that there exists e ∈ E ′ and a directed path from e to f .
By abusing notation, we denote GAS = (G,E,X).
Essentially, the attack surface represents the set of functions that an attacker can
potentially take advantage of.
The rationale behind this definition is that for most types of kernel vulnerabilities
due to defects in the source code, the attacker needs to trigger the function containing
the vulnerability through a call to an entry function (which, for local attackers, would
be a system call). For example: for exploiting a double-free vulnerability, the attacker
will need to provoke the extraneous free; for exploiting a stack- or heap-based buffer
overflow, the function writing to the buffer will be reachable to the attacker; for exploiting
a user-pointer dereference vulnerability, the attacker owning the user-space process will
often provoke the dereference through the system call interface.
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Figure 3.1. Dependencies between notions defined in this section.
Of course, the attacks could in some rare cases be indirect: e.g., for buffer-overflows,
the attacker can provoke a write to a large buffer which is not overflown, but at a later point
a kernel thread would copy this buffer into a smaller buffer, with improper bound checks.
Clearly, in this case, the vulnerability is in the second function, which is not reachable
tot he attacker, but the attacker still needs the first function to be reachable (hence the
rationale still holds). We assume here, based on our knowledge of existing Linux kernel
exploits, that such attacks are rare and do not significantly influence measurements.
In practice, we first build a static call graph, at compile-time, of the Linux kernel
using LLVM [LA04], frama-c [Fra] and ncc [Ncc] tools, for a given kernel configuration.
The call graph takes function pointers into account, although conservatively (e.g., some
function pointer targets may never be callable in practice, this stems from fundamental
limitations of static analysis). This call graph is then used, knowing the entry points of
the attacker (e.g., the system call interface), to perform a reachability analysis of the
functions that an attacker could potentially call.
3.2 Security Models
Quantifying a program’s security without specifying a security model is attractive because
it provides an “absolute value” to compare other programs to. However, taking into
account a security model, and more generally the actual use of the program, can only
result in security metrics that reflect the system’s security better. As a simple example,
it is common practice to measure a kernel’s security by the total SLOC. However, the
source code will often contain branches that will never be compiled such as architecture-
specific code for other architectures. Hence, limiting the SLOC by excluding unused
architecture-specific code, because this code cannot be exercised by an attacker, is already
an improvement in precision.
We now consider the case of the Linux kernel. First, we define a generic security
model that covers the dependability of the entire running kernel, and then a more specific
model covering local attacks from unprivileged user space directed against the kernel.
They are depicted in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2. Three possible security models for quantifying kernel attack surface. GENSEC is
a strawman security model, mainly for explanation purposes. ISOLSEC corresponds to a local
unprivileged attacker on an unmodified Linux distribution. STATICSEC differs from ISOLSEC by
assuming that no additional LKMs can be loaded once the attacker starts to perform its attack.
In both cases, the hardware and the compile-time configuration of the kernel are
fixed and taken into account. In both cases, the high-level security goal is to provide
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the traditional confidentiality, integrity and availability guarantees for the kernel: for
instance, an attacker could target full control with arbitrary code execution in kernel
mode, or more limited attacks such as information leakage (e.g., recover uninitialized
kernel memory content) to breach confidentiality, and denial of service by crashing the
kernel to reduce the system’s availability. In addition, we assume that the hardware and
the firmware the system is running on are trusted.
3.2.1 Generic Model GENSEC
The GENSEC model covers all possible kernel failures, to obtain an attack surface that is
similar to the notion of TCB used for measuring security in prior work (e.g., [Har+05;
McC+10]).
More precisely, the attacker is both local and remote, i.e., it has an account on the
target system, but can also interact with all hardware devices (e.g., sending layer-1 traffic
to network interface cards). We also assume that the attacker has some amount of control
over a privileged application. This means the model includes failures due to defects in
the kernel in code paths that are only accessibly from a privileged application.
Therefore, in this model, a defect in any part of the running kernel — including the
core kernel and all loaded LKMs, as well as any LKM that might be loaded in the future,
e.g., when new hardware is plugged in — can cause a failure.
This security model may not seem intuitive, but corresponds to what is implicitly
assumed when considering the entire compiled kernel included in the TCB, a common
practice.
GENSEC attack surface. In the GENSEC model above, the attack surface is com-
posed of the entire running kernel, as well as LKMs that can be loaded. Hence, the
barrier functions set X is empty, and all entry points of the kernel are included in E (both
hardware interrupts and system calls, as well as kernel initialization code).
3.2.2 Isolation Model ISOLSEC
The ISOLSEC model reflects a common model in multi-user systems and in systems
implementing defense in depth, where it is assumed an attacker has local access, e.g,
by compromising an unprivileged isolated (or sandboxed) process on the system, and
aims to escape the isolation by directly targeting the kernel. In this model, the attacker
is malicious and has unprivileged local access, therefore it can exercise the system call
interface, but not all code paths: for instance, the attacker cannot make the system call for
the insertion of a new kernel module. We will detail below, when evaluating the attack
surface, exactly which barrier functions should be considered.
We also assume that the attacker can target code in LKMs, including LKMs that are
loaded on-demand by the system. As the attacker is not able to plug hardware into the
target system, we assume that bugs in LKMs not related to installed hardware cannot
lead to failures.
ISOLSEC attack surface. An attacker in the ISOLSEC model has the set of all
system calls as entry points E. The set of barrier functions X contains functions that are
only accessible from privileged applications and LKMs that cannot possibly be loaded
by an action triggered by the attacker. We provide a more detailed description of those
functions in the next three paragraphs.
Functions that are not reachable because of lacking permissions are highly dependent
on the isolation technology used (e.g., LSM-based [Coo10; HHT04; MMC06], chroot,
LXC [Lxc], seccomp [Goo09]) and the policies applied to the application, and at a
first approximation, we only consider the default privilege checking in use in the Linux
kernel: POSIX capabilities. Hence, we assume that the set of barrier functions X includes
those functions performing POSIX capability checks (functions calling the capable()
function).
However, this is not sufficient. Linux proposes a variety of pseudo-filesystems,
namely sysfs, debugfs, securityfs and procfs, in which filesystem operations are
dispatched to specific code paths in the kernel, mostly in LKMs, and are often used to
expose information or fine-tuning interfaces to user-space processes which, in general,
are privileged. However, these privilege checks are performed at the virtual filesystem
layer, using POSIX ACLs: hence, they do not contain calls to the capable() function,
and need to be considered separately. In addition, as those filesystems should not be
accessible from an unprivileged application that is sandboxed (e.g., this is the case
even with a simple chroot jail), we include all functionality provided by those four
pseudo-filesystems as barrier functions X .
Finally, as a consequence of our assumptions on LKMs in the ISOLSEC model, we
include in X all LKMs that are either (a) not loaded while the workload is running, but
not loadable on demand, or (b) a hardware driver that is not loaded while the workload is
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running.
For these reasons, we mark in Figure 3.2 the kernel components which can contain
funcions in the attack surface only as “partial attack surface”: their inclusion depends on
being reachable, after consideration of the barrier functions.
3.2.3 Alternative Isolation Model STATICSEC
In contrast to the ISOLSEC model which assumes the attacker can trigger on-demand
loading of some LKMs, the STATICSEC model does not. Although on-demand LKMs
loading by an attacker is realistic on many current Linux distributions by default, disabling
this behavior is straightforward (e.g, by enabling the modules_disabled system control
parameter available since Linux 2.6.31). Hence, the STATICSEC model assumes only
the LKMs loaded for the specific workload running on the machine are available to the
attacker. All three models are summarized in Figure 3.2 for comparison.
STATICSEC attack surface. The entry functions in E are the same as in the ISOLSEC
model. The barrier function set X only differs in that the last step of LKM function
removal is simplified such that we include in X all functions in LKMs that are not loaded
while the workload is running.
3.3 Attack Surface Measurements
To quantify security improvements in terms of the attack surface, we need a metric that
reflects its size. Although we are not the first to make this observation [HPW05; MW11],
we propose the first approach that quantifies the attack surface within a particular security
model by using call graphs. In the following, we present a general approach to measure
an attack surface in a security model as well as specific metrics that we will use in the
case of the Linux kernel.
Definition 4 (Code-quality metric). A code-quality metric µ is a mapping associating a
non-negative value to the nodes of the call graph:
µ : F → R+
Example. A function’s SLOC (denoted SLOC), the cyclomatic complexity [McC76]
(denoted cycl), or a CVE-based metric associating the value 1 to a function that had a
CVEs in the past 7 years, and 0 otherwise (denoted CV E), are code-quality metrics that
we use in this thesis.
CVE-based metrics provide a posteriori knowledge on vulnerable functions: they
allow an estimate of the number of CVEs an attack surface reduction method would have
avoided, in the past. However, this metric, alone, is unsatisfactory for multiple reasons.
For instance, CVEs only form a sample of all vulnerabilities existing in an application,
and this sample is likely to be biased: vulnerabilities tend to be searched and discovered
non-uniformly across the code base, with often-used parts being more likely to be tested
and audited. Additionally, past CVEs are not necessarily a good indicator of future CVEs:
although a function with a history of vulnerabilities might be prone to more vulnerabilities
in the future (e.g., due to sloppy coding style), the opposite is also likely, since this might
indicate that the function has now been thoroughly audited. For this reason, we also
use a priori metrics such as lines of code and cyclomatic complexity, which, although
imperfect for predicting vulnerabilities, do not suffer from the aforementioned issues and
can be easily collected through static analysis.
Definition 5 (Attack Surface Metric). An attack surface metric associated with a code-
quality metric µ assigns a non-negative real value to an attack surface:
ASµ : G → R+
GAS 7→ ASµ(GAS)
and satisfies the property:
∀E ′ ⊆ E,∀X ′ ⊇ X , ASµ(G′AS)≤ ASµ(GAS)
with GAS = (G,E,X),G′AS = (G,E
′,X ′)
That is, the more entry points, the higher the attack surface measurement; the more
barrier functions, the lower the attack surface measurement.
Lemma 1. Let m be a mapping:
m : G → R
G 7→ m(G)
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Figure 3.3. Example attack surfaces GAS (with E = {e} and X = /0) and G′AS (with E ′ = {e′} and
X ′ = /0). Note that E ′ 6⊆ E and G′AS ⊆ GAS.
If m satisfies:
∀G ∈ G , m(G)≥ 0
∀G′ ⊆ G ∈ G , m(G′)≤ m(G)
then it is an attack surface metric.
Proof. Let GAS = (G,E,X),G′AS = (G,E
′,X ′) such that E ′ ⊆ E and X ′ ⊇ X . Then:
G′AS ⊆ GAS
Hence m satisfies the property in Definition 5:
m(G′AS)≤ m(GAS)
Note that this property is not necessary to satisfy Definition 5, because a smaller set
of functions (in G′AS) should not necessarily mean a smaller attack surface measurement.
This is sensible, because in practice some functions can reduce the overall attack surface
(e.g., by sanitizing input), and an attack surface metric could take this into account (e.g.,
Murray, Milos, and Hand [MMH08] propose such a metric for measuring TCB size).
Such an example is depicted in Figure 3.1: A metric satisfying Lemma 1 would always
measure a lower attack surface for G′AS than for GAS, whereas this is not necessary for a
metric satisfying Definition 5.
Proposition 1. The following two functions are attack surface metrics:
AS1µ(GAS) = ∑
i∈FAS
µ(i)
AS2µ(GAS) = µAST L(G˜AS)µAS
where GAS = (FAS,CAS), µAST = (µ(1), . . . ,µ(|F |)), and L(G) is the Laplacian matrix
of a simple (non-directed) graph:
L(G) = D−A
where D is a diagonal matrix with the degrees of the nodes on the diagonal, and A the
adjacency matrix of the graph (Ai j = 1 when the (i,j) edge exists, 0 otherwise). As GAS is
directed, we transform it into a simple graph by ignoring the direction on its arcs, which
we denote G˜AS.
AS1 provides a simple and intuitive formulation of an attack surface metric: for
instance, AS1SLOC is a sum of the lines of code in the attack surface. However, it values
each function equally. AS2 takes advantage of the functions position in the call graph,
and attaches more value to code-quality metrics in functions that have a large number of
callers (and callees) that have a lower code-quality measurement. The Appendix contains
a proof, and a more detailed explanation of the formulation of AS2. We use both these
attack surface metrics in various evaluations in this thesis. However, we primarily use
AS1, because it has a more intuitive interpretation.
3.4 Related Work
The need for better security metrics is widely accepted in both academia and indus-
try [Bel06; Jaq07; SBE11; Sch99]. Howard, Pincus, and Wing [HPW05] were the first
to propose the use of code complexity and bug count metrics to compare the relative
“attackability” of different software, and others have followed [MW11; Sin+06; SW08].
Murray, Milos, and Hand [MMH08] underline the fact that TCB size measurements by
SLOC, while good, might not be precise enough because additional code can sometimes
reduce the attack surface (e.g., sanitizing input). Manadhata and Wing [MW11] present
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an attack surface metric based on an insightful I/O automata model of the target system,
taking into account in particular the data flow from untrusted data items and the entry
points of the system. The definition of attack surface used in their work closely relates to
ours, with the differences that our modeling is solely based on static call graphs and a
measure of code complexity of each underlying function. In contrast, this work measures
the attack surface with respect to a particular attacker model.
3.5 Summary
The metrics introduced in this section are for the purpose of a precise evaluation of the
security gains of our approach. These metrics contain metrics used commonly in prior
work, such as total TCB size in SLOC (AS1SLOC in the GENSEC model). We do not claim
the metrics presented in this section are the panacea in measuring attack surfaces. Rather,
we propose new metrics that take into account what attackers are capable of. This will
allow us to discuss attack surface reduction results in Section 6.2.4 for additional insights
into the advantages and disadvantages of tailoring the Linux kernel configuration.
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Compile-time Kernel-Tailoring
“ If you don’t have a dog, yourneighbor can’t poison it. ”Sergey Nikitin, If You Don’t Have an
Aunt (Russian song)
The first approach to reduce the kernel attack surface leverages compile-time kernel
configuration options. The Linux kernel is highly configurable [Tar+11], with over 5000
features one can chose from when compiling a Linux kernel. Popular Linux distributions
cannot afford to ship and maintain a large number of different kernels. Therefore,
they configure their kernels to be as generally usable as possible, which requires the
kernel package maintainers responsible to enable as much functionality (i.e., KCONFIG
features) as possible. Unfortunately, this also maximizes the attack surface. As many
security-sensitive systems do not require the genericalness provided (e.g., embedded
systems, hypervisors in cloud infrastructures), the attack surface can be reduced by
simply disabling unnecessary features. What features are necessary, however, depends
on the actual workload of the corresponding use-case. Therefore, our approach consists
of two phases. In the analysis phase, the workload is analyzed at run time. The second
phase calculates a reduced Linux configuration that enables only the functionality that
has been observed in the analysis phase.
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Figure 4.1. Kernel tailoring steps.
4.1 Design
4.1.1 Configuration Mechanisms in Linux
Many kernel users are familiar with the Linux kernel’s build-time configuration menu.
This menu allows one to select features will be compiled into the kernel. The depen-
dencies between these features is specified through a Domain-Specific Language (DSL)
called KCONFIG, which has been extensively studied [SB10; ZK10].
It is in theory possible to use this configuration menu to manually select and deselect
the relevant kernel configuration options and achieve a minimal set of kernel configuration
options. However, due to the large number of features in recent Linux kernels (about
5000 features for Ubuntu 12.04), this is very difficult to achieve even for highly skilled
and experienced users. For instance, Linus Torvalds sent an e-mail to the kernel mailing
list asking to simplify the configuration of distribution kernels, as it is very difficult to
know exactly what a distribution requires to function properly [Tor12].
4.1.2 Kernel Tailoring
The goal of our approach is to automatically compile a Linux kernel with a configuration
that has only those features enabled which are necessary for a given use case. This
section shows the fundamental steps of our approach to tailor such a kernel. The six steps
necessary are shown in Figure 4.1.
Ê Enable tracing. The first step is to prepare the kernel so that it records which parts
of the kernel code are executed at run time. We use the Linux-provided FTRACE feature,
which is enabled with the KCONFIG configuration option CONFIG_FTRACE. Enabling this
configuration option modifies the Linux build process to include profiling code that can
be evaluated at runtime.
In addition, our approach requires a kernel that is built with debugging information
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such that any function addresses in the code segment can be correlated to functions
and thus source file locations in the source code. For Linux, this is configured with the
KCONFIG configuration option CONFIG_DEBUG_INFO.
The fact that the for instance the Linux Kernel that is shipped by Ubuntu ships with
this feature turned on shows that the performance overhead of FTRACE is negligible for
all typical usages. For this reason, in our experiments we use Ubuntu: this allows us to
use the pre-shipped kernel for tracing.
To also cover code that is executed at boot time by initialization scripts, we need to
enable the FTRACE as early as possible. For this reason, we modify the initial RAM
disk, which contains programs and LKMs for low-level system initialization 1. Linux
distributions use this part of the boot process to detect installed hardware early in the
boot process and, mostly for performance reasons, load only the required essential device
drivers. This basically turns on tracing even before the first process (init) starts.
Ë Run workload. In this step, the system administrator runs the targeted application
or system services. The FTRACE feature now records all addresses in the text segment
that have been instrumented. For Linux, this covers most code, except for a small amount
of critical code such as interrupt handling, context switches and the tracing feature itself.
To avoid overloading the system with often accessed kernel functions, FTRACE’s own
ignore list is dynamically being filled with functions when they are used. This prevents
such functions from appearing more than once in the output file of FTRACE. We use a
small wrapper script for FTRACE to set the correct configuration before starting the trace,
as well as to add functions to the ignore list while tracing and to parse the output file,
printing only addresses that have not yet been encountered.
During this run, we copy the output of the tracing wrapper script at constant time
intervals. This allows us to compare at what time what functionality was accessed, and
therefore to monitor the evolution of the tailored kernel configuration over time based on
these snapshots.
Ì Correlation to source lines. A system service translates the raw address offsets
into source line locations using the ADDR2LINE tool from the binutils tool suite.
Because LKMs are relocated in memory depending on their non-deterministic order of
loading, the system service compares the raw, traced addresses to offsets in the LKM’s
code segment. This allows the detection of functionality that is not compiled statically
1This part of the Linux plumbing is often referred to as “early userspace”
into the Linux kernel. This correlation of absolute addresses in the code segment with
the debug symbols allows us to identify the source files and the #ifdef blocks that are
actually being executed during the tracing phase.
Í Establishment of the propositional formula. This step translates the source-
file locations into a propositional formula. The propositional variables of this formula
are the variation points the Linux configuration tool KCONFIG controls during the
compilation process. This means that every C Preprocessor (CPP) block, KCONFIG
item and source file can appear as propositional variable in the resulting formula. This
formula is constructed with the variability constraints extracted from #ifdef blocks,
KCONFIG feature descriptions and Linux Makefiles. The extractors we use have been
developed, described and evaluated in previous work [Die+12; Sin+10; Tar+11]. The
resulting formula holds for every KCONFIG configuration that enables all source lines
simultaneously.
ÎDerivation of a tailored kernel configuration. A SAT checker proves the satisfia-
bility of this formula and returns a concrete configuration that fulfills all these constraints
as example. Note that finding an optimal solution to this problem is an NP-hard problem
and was not the focus of our work. Instead, we rely on heuristics and configurable search
strategies in the SAT checker to obtain a sufficiently small configuration.
As the resulting kernel configuration will contain some additional unwanted code,
such as the tracing functionality itself, the formula allows the user to specify additional
constraints to force the selection (or deselection) of certain KCONFIG features, which
can be specified in whitelists and blacklists. This results in additional constraints being
conjugated to the formula just before invoking the SAT checker.
Ï Completing the Linux kernel configuration. The resulting kernel configuration
now contains all features that have been observed in the analysis phase. The caveat is
that the resulting propositional formula can only cover KCONFIG features of code that
has been traced. In principle, features that are left unreferenced are to be deselected.
However, features in KCONFIG declare non-trivial dependency constraints [ZK10], which
must all hold for a given configuration in order to produce a valid KCONFIG configu-
ration. The problem of finding a feature selection with the smallest number of enabled
features, (which is generally not unique) has the complexity NP-hard. We therefore
rely on heuristics to find a sufficiently small configuration that satisfies all constraints of
KCONFIG but is still significantly smaller compared to a generic distribution kernel.
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4.2 Evaluation
In this section, we present two use cases, namely a Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP
(LAMP)-based server and a graphical workstation that provides an network file system
(NFS) service, both on distinct, non-virtualized hardware, that we use to evaluate the
effects of kernel-configuration tailoring. This evaluation demonstrates the approach
with practical examples, verifies that the obtained kernel is functional, i.e., no required
configuration option is missing in the tailored kernel, and shows that the performance of
the kernel with the configuration generated remains comparable to that of the distribution
kernel. We quantify the attack surface reduction achieved with the formalisms described
in Chapter 3.
4.2.1 Overview
In both use cases, we follow the process described in Section 4.1.2 to produce a kernel
configuration that is tailored to the respective use case. For each use case, we detail the
workload that is run to collect traces in the following subsections. Both machines use the
3.2.0-26 Linux kernel distributed by Ubuntu as baseline, which is the kernel shipped at
the time of this evaluation in Ubuntu 12.04.
To compare the performance, we use benchmarks that are specific to the use case.
We repeat both experiments at least 10 times and show 95%-confidence intervals in our
figures where applicable. The benchmarks compare the original, distribution-provided
kernel to the tailored kernel generated. All requests are initiated from a separate machine
over a gigabit Ethernet link. To avoid interferences by start-up and caching effects right
after the system boots, we start our workload and measurements after a warm-up phase
of 5 min.
To measure the attack surface reduction, we first calculate code-quality metrics for
each function in the kernel by integrating the FRAMA-C [Fra] tool into the kernel build
system. For CVEs, we parse all entries for the Linux kernel in the NVD2. For entries
with a reference to the GIT repository commit (only those CVEs published after 2005),
we identify the C functions that have been changed to patch a security issue, and add each
function to a list. Our metric assigns a value of 1 to functions that are in this list, and 0
otherwise. We also generate static call graphs for each use case by using both FRAMA-C
2http://nvd.nist.gov/
and NCC [Ncc] and combining both call graphs to take into account calls through function
pointers, which are very widely used in the Linux kernel. In the case of the GENSEC
model, we compute the AS1 and AS2 attack surface metrics directly over all functions
in this graph, for both the baseline and the tailored kernel. In the case of the ISOLSEC
model, we compute the subgraph corresponding to the attack surface by performing a
reachability analysis from functions corresponding to system calls (entry points) and
removing all barrier functions as detailed in Section 3.2.2. We then evaluate the security
improvements by computing the attack surface reduction between the baseline kernel
and a tailored kernel.
4.2.2 LAMP-stack use case
4.2.2.1 Description
This use case employs a machine with a 2.8 GHz Celeron CPU and 1 GB of RAM. We
use the Ubuntu 12.04 Server Edition with all current updates and no modifications to
either the kernel or any of the installed packages. As described in Section 4.1.2, we extend
the system-provided initial RAM disk (initrd) to enable tracing very early in the boot
process. In addition, we set up an web platform consisting of APACHE2, MYSQL and
PHP. The system serves static documents, the collaboration platform DOKUWIKI [Goh]
and the message board system PHPBB3 [Php] to simulate a realistic use case.
The test workload for this use case starts with a simple HTTP request using the tool
WGET, which fetches a file from the server right after the five-minute warm-up phase.
This is followed by one run of the HTTPERF [MJ98] tool, which accesses a static website
continuously, increasing the number of requests per second for every run. Finally, we
run the SKIPFISH [ZHR] security scan on the server. SKIPFISH is a tool performing
automated security checks on web applications, hence exercising a number of edge-cases,
which is valuable not only to exercise as many code paths as possible, but also to test the
stability of the tailored use case.
4.2.2.2 Results
Figure 4.2 depicts the number of KCONFIG features that our tool obtains from the trace
logs collected at the times given. After the warm-up phase, connecting to the server
via ssh causes a first increase in enabled KCONFIG features. The simple HTTP request
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Figure 4.2. Evolution of KCONFIG features enabled over time. The bullets mark the point in time
at which a specific workload was started.
triggers only a small further increase, and the configuration converges quickly after the
HTTPERF tool is run, and shows no further changes when proceeding to the SKIPFISH
scan. This shows that, for the LAMP use case, a tracing phase of about ten minutes is
sufficient to detect all required features.
Tailoring. The trace file upon which the kernel configuration is generated is taken
1,000 sec after boot, i.e., after running the tool HTTPERF, but before running the SKIPFISH
tool. It consists of 8,320 unique function addresses, including 195 addresses from LKMs.
This correlates to 7,871 different source lines in 536 files. Our prototype generates the
corresponding configuration in 145 seconds and compiles the kernel in 89 seconds on a
commodity quad-core machine with 8 GB of RAM.
When comparing the original kernel to the distribution kernel shipped with Ubuntu,
we observe a reduction of KCONFIG features that are statically compiled into the kernel of
over 70%, and almost 99% for features that lead to compilation as LKMs (cf. Table 4.1).
Consequently, the overall size of the text segment for the tailored kernel is over 90%
lower than that of the baseline kernel supplied by the distribution.
To relate to the savings in terms of attack surface, we show the number of source code
files that the tailored configuration does not include when compared to the distribution
configuration in Figure 4.3. The figure breaks down the reduction of functionality by
subdirectories in terms of source files that get compiled. The highest reduction rates are
observed inside the sound/ (100%), drivers/ (95%), and net/ (87%) directories. As the
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Figure 4.3. Reduction in compiled source files for the tailored kernel, compared with the baseline
in the LAMP use case (results for the workstation with NFS use case are similar). For every
subdirectory in the Linux tree, the number of source files compiled in the tailored kernel is
depicted in blue and the remainder to the number in the baseline kernel in red. The reduction
percentage per subdirectory is also shown.
web server does not play any sounds, the trace file does not indicate any sound-related
code. Similarly, the majority of drivers are not needed for a particular hardware setup.
The same applies to most of the network protocols available in Linux, which are not
required for this use case. Out of 8,670 source files compiled in the standard Ubuntu
distribution kernel, the tailored kernel only required 1,121, which results in an overall
reduction of 87% (cf. Table 4.1).
Stability. To ensure that our tailored kernel is fully functional, we run SKIP-
FISH [ZHR] once on the baseline kernel and then compare the results to a scan on
the tailored kernel. The report produced by the tool finds no significant difference from
one kernel configuration to the other, hence the tailored kernel can handle unusual web
requests equally well. Furthermore, this shows that for this use case even a kernel tailored
from a trace file which only covers a smaller test workload than the target scenario is
suitable for stable operation of the service.
Performance. We measure the performance with the HTTPERF tool. The result
is compared with a run performed on the same system that runs the baseline kernel.
Figure 4.4 shows that the tailored kernel achieves a performance very similar to that of
the kernel provided by the distribution.
Security. Finally, we compute attack surface reduction with AS1 and AS2 in the
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of reply rates of the LAMP-based server using the kernel shipped with
Ubuntu and our tailored kernel. Confidence intervals were omitted, as they were too small and
thus detrimental to readability.
GENSEC and ISOLSEC models after generating the relevant call graphs. The numbers in
Table 4.1 show that the AS1SLOC, AS1cycl and AS2SLOC attack surface reduction is around
85% in the GENSEC model, and around 80% in the ISOLSEC model. In both models,
there are also 60% fewer functions that were affected by patches due to CVEs in the past.
We also observe that AS2cycl is slightly lower, with an attack surface reduction around
60%. Overall, the attack surface reduction is between 60% and 85%.
4.2.3 Workstation/NFS use case
4.2.3.1 Description
For the workstation/NFS server use case, we use a machine with a 3.4 GHz quad-core
CPU and 8 GB of RAM, running the Ubuntu 12.04 Desktop edition, again without
modifications to packages or kernel configuration. The machine is configured to export a
local directory via NFS.
To measure the performance of the different kernel versions, we use the BON-
NIE++ [Cok] benchmark, which covers reading and writing to this directory over the
network. To achieve results that are meaningful, we disable caching on both server and
client.
block write
block rewrite
block read
0 20 40 60 80 100 120
tailored kernel baseline kernel
throughputin MB/s
Figure 4.5. Comparison of the test results from the BONNIE++ benchmark, showing no significant
difference between the tailored and the baseline kernel.
4.2.3.2 Results
The trace file of the configuration selected for further testing consists of 13,841 lines
that reference a total of 3,477 addresses in modules. This resolves to 13,000 distinct
source lines in 735 files. Building the formula and therefore the configuration takes 219
seconds, compiling the kernel another 99 seconds on the same machine as described
above. We observe a reduction of KCONFIG features that are statically compiled into the
kernel by 68%, 98% for features compiled into LKMs, and about 90% less code in the
text segment.
Performance and Stability. We did not find any impact on the regular functionality
of the workstation, i.e., all hardware attached, such as input devices, Ethernet or sound,
remained fully operable with the tailored kernel booted. Using the tailored kernel, we
run BONNIE++ again with the same parameters, and compare the results with those of
the distribution kernel. Figure 4.5 shows that also in this use case the kernel compiled
with our tailored configuration achieves a very similar performance.
Security. Attack surface reduction results are similar to the LAMP use case. The
numbers in Table 4.1 show that the AS1SLOC, AS1cycl and AS2SLOC attack surface reduc-
tion is around 80% in the GENSEC model, and around 75% in the ISOLSEC model. In
both models, there are also 50% fewer functions that were affected by patches due to
CVEs in the past. We also observe that AS2cycl is slightly lower as well, with attack
surface reduction around 60%. Overall, our measurements suggest the attack surface
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number of compiled source files is compared between the two resulting kernels.
reduction is between 50% and 80%.
4.3 Discussion
4.3.1 Attack surface measurements
This section discusses the results of our attack surface measurements.
Use cases. Figure 4.6 shows that the tailored kernel configurations are largely similar
for both cases. We observe a number of features that differentiate the use cases, both
in terms of hardware and workload. The workstation/NFS use case requires the highest
number of differentiating features (87 enabled KCONFIG options for NFS compared to
27 for LAMP). This can be explained by the setup (the desktop version of Ubuntu has the
X11 window system installed and running, whereas the server version has not) and by
the workload: as NFS also runs in kernel mode, additional kernel features are required.
This point is useful for understanding attack surface reduction results. Although both use
cases show similar AS1SLOC reductions (around 80%), there is a slight difference for both
GENSEC and ISOLSEC and the various AS metrics in the reduction achieved in favor of
the LAMP use case (see Table 4.1). This is simply because the workstation/NFS use case
requires a larger kernel than the LAMP one.
Supplementary anecdotal evidence. Out of the 422 CVEs we have inspected, we
detail the case of one highly publicized vulnerability for illustration purposes. CVE-
2010-3904 documents a vulnerability that is due to a lack of verification of user-provided
pointer values, in RDS, a rarely used socket type. An exploit for obtaining local privilege
escalation was released in 2010 [Ros]. We verified that in the case of the workstation/NFS
use case, both tailored kernel configurations have the functionality removed, and thus
would have prevented the exploitation of the vulnerability in the GENSEC and ISOLSEC
models. In contrast, the baseline kernel contains the previously-vulnerable feature in the
GENSEC and ISOLSEC models. Table 4.2 shows this result, as well as results for three
other vulnerabilities presented in Chapter 2.
CVE sampling bias. The results in Table 4.1 show slightly lower CVE reduction
numbers than for all other metrics, especially in the case of AS1. We hypothesize that
this small difference is due to a sampling bias: code that is used more often is also
audited more often, more bug reports concerning it are submitted, and better care is
taken in documenting the vulnerabilities of such functions. We also observe the average
number of CVEs per function is lower in the functions that are in the tailored kernel,
when compared to those functions that are not. Previous studies [Cho+01; Pal+11] have
shown that code in the drivers/ sub-directory of the kernel, which is known to contain a
significant amount of rarely used code, on average contains significantly more bugs than
any other part of the kernel tree. Consequently, it is likely that unused features provided
by the kernel still contain a significant amount of relatively easy-to-find vulnerabilities.
This further confirms the importance of attack surface reduction as presented in this
paper.
Nevertheless, we still take the CVE reduction numbers into account, because they
reflect a posteriori knowledge about vulnerability occurrences. All our measurements
indicate attack surface reduction lies approximately within 50% and 85% across all
parameters (use cases, security models, metrics), which is a very positive result for kernel
tailoring.
Attack surface metric comparison. The AS1 and AS2 results are quite close, which,
considering how different their formulations are, shows the robustness of the simple
attack surface definition introduced in Chapter 3. AS2 is also of interest because it
introduces the use of the Laplacian, which is instrumental in many applications of graph
theory (e.g., for data mining [BN01]), for the purpose of attack surface measurements.
Comparison to kernel extension isolation. Approaches such as [Mao+11; Swi+02]
provide a way, through impressive technical feats, of isolating LKMs from the kernel,
i.e., running them with lesser privileges. This means, ideally, the compromise of an
LKM by an attacker cannot lead to kernel compromise. To evaluate how such solutions
compare to kernel tailoring, we again make use of the attack surface formalism introduced
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Figure 4.7. AS1SLOC attack surface measurements per kernel subsystem in both security models
and use cases.
in Chapter 3. Assuming that these isolation solutions are ideal (i.e., that their own
implementation does not increase the kernel’s attack surface and the attackers are not able
to bypass the isolation), we remove all LKMs from the baseline kernel’s attack surface in
the ISOLSEC model, hence obtaining a lower bound of the real attack surface of such
LKM-isolated kernels. Our results in Table 4.3 show that kernel tailoring is superior to
LKM isolation: for instance, the AS1SLOC measurement of the ideal LKM isolation is four
times higher. We also evaluate whether combining both approaches could be beneficial,
i.e., first generating a tailored kernel and then applying an ideal LKM isolation. The
results show that the resulting attack surface is not significantly lower than that obtained
by kernel tailoring alone, which further confirms the improvements of our approach, even
when compared to an ideal LKM isolation solution. Additionally, we remark that this
lower bound is also applicable to approaches that prevent automatic-loading of LKMs,
such as the well-known grsecurity kernel patch with the MODHARDEN option [St].
Security models. The attack surface reduction is important in both security models,
but more so in the GENSEC model. This can be attributed to the fact that the GENSEC
model includes a large number of drivers, whereas the ISOLSEC model does less. As can
be seen from Figure 4.7, the attack surface reduction is particularly high for drivers. In
other words, tailoring appears to be slightly more effective in the GENSEC model than
in the ISOLSEC model. This is to be expected, since our approach reduces the kernel’s
attack surface system-wide (and not per-process). Figure 4.7 also shows that, both in
the baseline and tailored kernels and independently of the use case, the ISOLSEC attack
surface is about half of the GENSEC attack surface. In other words, the attack surface
of a local attacker (as defined in the ISOLSEC model) is about half of what is generally
considered as the TCB of the kernel.
Importance of kernel configuration. When quoting SLOC measurements of the
Linux kernel as a simple way of quantifying TCB size, we advocate specifying the kernel
configuration the measurement corresponds to. Indeed, our results show that, depending
on the kernel configuration, the total number of lines of code can vary by up to an order
of magnitude. An other important factor is the kernel version, since the Linux kernel
increased significantly in size over the past years.
4.3.2 Kernel tailoring
We will discuss now the key strengths and weaknesses of the kernel-tailoring tool with
respect to various properties.
Effectiveness. Although in absolute terms the attack surface of the tailored Linux
kernel remains high (for AS1, about 500K SLOC in the ISOLSEC model, and 1000K
SLOC in the GENSEC model), Table 4.1 shows that for both use cases and across all
meaningful metrics, the attack surface is reduced by almost an order of magnitude. As
such, vulnerabilities existing in the Linux kernel sources are significantly less likely to
impact users of a tailored kernel. This makes the approach presented an effective means
for improving security in various use cases.
Applicability. The approach presented relies on the assumption that the use case
of the system is clearly defined. Thanks to this a-priori knowledge, it is possible to
determine which kernel functionalities the application requires and therefore, which
kernel configuration options have to be enabled. With the increasing importance of
compute clouds, where customers use virtual machines for very dedicated services such
as the LAMP stack presented in Section 4.2, we expect that our approach will prove
valuable for improving the security in many cloud deployments.
Usability. Most of the steps presented in Section 4.1.2 require no domain-specific
knowledge of Linux internals. We therefore expect that they can be conducted in a
straightforward manner by system administrators without specific experience in Linux
kernel development. The system administrator, however, continues to use a code base
that constantly receives maintenance in the form of bug fixes and security updates
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from the Linux distributor. We therefore are confident that our approach to tailor a
kernel configuration for specific use-cases automatically is both practical and feasible to
implement in real-world scenarios.
Extensibility. The experiments in Section 4.2 show that, for proper operation, the
resulting kernel requires eight additional KCONFIG options, which the ftrace feature
could not detect. By using a whitelist mechanism, we demonstrate the ability to specify
wanted or unwanted KCONFIG options independently of the tracing. This allows our
approach to be assisted in the future by methods to determine kernel features that tracers
such as FTRACE cannot observe.
Safety. Many previous approaches that reduce the Linux kernel’s TCB (e.g., [Goo09],
[KSK11]) introduce additional security infrastructure in form of code that prevents
functionality in the kernel from being executed, which can lead to unexpected impacts
and the introduction of new defects into the kernel. In contrast, our approach modifies
the kernel configuration instead of changing the kernel sources (e.g., [Lee+04; St]) or
modifying the build process (e.g., [Cri+07]). In that sense, our approach, by design,
cannot introduce new defects into the kernel.
However, as the configurations produced are specific to the use case analyzed in
the tracing phase, we cannot rule out that the tailored configuration uncovers bugs that
could not be observed in the distribution-provided Linux kernel. Although we have not
encountered any of such bugs in practice, we would expect them to be rather easy to fix,
and of rare occurence, as the kernels produced contain a strict subset of functionality. In
some ways, our approach could therefore even help improve Linux by uncovering bugs
that are hard to detect.
This also emphasizes the importance of the analysis phase, which must be sufficiently
long to observe all necessary functionality. In case of a crash or similar failure, however,
we could only attribute this to a bug in either the kernel or the application implementation
that needs to be fixed. In other words, this approach is safe by design.
4.4 Related Work
This chapter is related to previous research from many areas: improving OS kernel
reliability and security, reducing the attack surface of the kernel towards user-space
applications and specializing kernels for embedded systems.
Kernel specialization. Several researchers have suggested approaches to tailor the
configuration of the Linux kernel, although security is usually not a goal. Instead, most
often improvements in code size or execution speed are targeted. For instance, Lee et al.
[Lee+04] manually modify the source code (e.g., by removing unnecessary system calls)
based on a static analysis of the applications and the kernel. Chanet et al. [Cha+05],
in contrast, propose a method based on link-time binary rewriting, and also employ
static analysis techniques to infer and specialize the set of system calls to be used. Both
approaches, however, do not leverage any of the built-in configurability of Linux to reduce
unneeded code. Moreover, our approach is completely automated and it is significantly
safer, because we do not make any unsupported changes to the kernel.
Micro-kernel architectures and retrofitting security. TCB size reduction has al-
ways been a major design goal for micro-kernels [Acc+86; Lie95], and in turn facilitates
a formal verification of the kernel [Kle+09] or its implementation in safer languages,
such as OCaml [Mad+10]. Our work achieves this goal with a widely-used monolithic
kernel, i.e., Linux, without the need of new languages or concepts.
A number of approaches exist that retrofit micro-kernel–like features into mono-
lithic OS kernels, mostly targeting fault isolation of kernel extensions such as device
drivers [Cas+09; Mao+11; Swi+02]. For instance, the work of Swift et al. [Swi+02]
wraps calls from device drivers to the core Linux kernel API (and vice-versa), as well as
use virtual memory protection mechanisms, which leads to a more reliable kernel in the
presence of faulty drivers. In the presence of a malicious attacker who can compromise
such devices, however, this is in general insufficient. This can be mitigated with more
involved approaches such as LXFI [Mao+11], which requires interfaces between the
kernel and extensions to be annotated manually. An alternative is to prevent potential
vulnerabilities in the source code from being exploitable in the first place. For instance,
SVA [Cri+07] compiles the existing kernel sources into a safe instruction set architecture,
which is translated to native instructions by the SVA VM. This provides among other
guarantees, a variant of type safety and control flow integrity. However, it is very diffi-
cult to recover from attacks (or false positives) without crashing the kernel with such
defenses [LAK09]. In contrast, kernel tailoring only uses the built-in configurability of
Linux, hence kernel crashes can only be due to defects already present in the kernel.
Kernel attack surface reduction. The ISOLSEC model used in this work is com-
monly used when building sandboxes or isolation solutions, in which a set of processes
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must be contained within a particular security domain (e.g., with [Coo10; HHT04;
MMC06], which are all based on the Linux Security Module (LSM) framework [Wri+02]).
As we have demonstrated, adjusting the kernel configuration also significantly reduces
the attack surface in such a model (this corresponds to the ISOLSEC model). The idea
of directly restricting or monitoring for intrusion detection the system call interface on
a per-process basis has been extensively explored (e.g., [Ko+00; Pro03] and references
in [FHS08]), although not often with specific focus on reducing the kernel’s attack sur-
face (i.e., reducing AS1SLOC in the ISOLSEC model), or in other words, to specifically
prevent vulnerabilities in the kernel from being exploited by reducing the amount of code
reachable by an attacker in this model
SECCOMP [Goo09] directly tackles this issue by allowing processes to be sandboxed
at the system call interface. KTRIM [KSK11] goes beyond simply limiting the system call
interface, and explores the possibility of finer-granularity kernel attack surface reduction
by restricting individual functions (or sets of functions) inside the kernel. In contrast, this
work focuses on compile-time removal of functionality from the kernel at a system-wide
level instead of a runtime removal at a per-application level. In future work, we will
investigate how dynamic approaches such as SECCOMP or KTRIM can be combined with
the static tailoring of the kernel configuration most effectively.
4.5 Summary
Linux distributions ship “generic” kernels, which contain a considerable amount of
functionality that is provided just in case. For instance, a defect in an unnecessarily
provided driver may be sufficient for attackers to take advantage of. The genericalness
of distribution kernels, however, is unnecessary for concrete use cases. This chapter
presents an approach to optimize the configuration of the Linux kernel. The result is a
hardened system that is tailored to a given use case in an automated manner. We evaluate
the security benefits by measuring and comparing the attack surface of the kernels that
are obtained. The notion of attack surface is formally defined and evaluated in a very
generic security model, as well as a security model taking precisely into account the
threats posed by a local unprivileged attacker.
We apply the prototype implementation of the approach in two scenarios, a Linux,
Apache, MySQL and PHP (LAMP) stack and a graphical workstation that serves data
via network file system (NFS). The resulting configuration leads to a Linux kernel in
which unnecessary functionality is removed at compile-time and thus, inaccessible to
attackers. We evaluate this reduction using a number of different metrics, including
SLOC, the cyclomatic complexity and previously reported vulnerability reports, resulting
in a reduction of the attack surface between about 50% and 85%. Our evaluations also
indicate that this approach reduces the attack surface of the kernel against local attackers
significantly more than previous work on kernel extension isolation for Linux. We
are convinced that the presented approach improves the overall system security and is
practical for most use cases because of its applicability, effectiveness, ease and safety of
use.
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Necessary configuration option LAMP Workstation/NFS
CVE-2013-2094 (Perf.) CONFIG_PERF_EVENTS – –
CVE-2012-0056 (Mem.) CONFIG_PROC_FS – –
CVE-2010-4158 (BPF) CONFIG_NET – –
CVE-2010-3904 (RDS) CONFIG_RDS 3 3
Table 4.2. Prevention of some past kernel vulnerabilities through tailoring. Legend: 3: Compiled
out in the tailored kernel, not vulnerable, –: Remained compiled in.
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Run-time Kernel Trimming
“ It is nice to know the dictionarydefinition for the adjective “elegant”in the meaning “simple and
surprisingly effective” ”E.W. Dijkstra, On the nature of
Computing Science
My second approach to reduce the kernel attack surface operates at run-time.
It hinges on the fact that each application makes use of distinct kernel functionality,
hence one can scope the use of kernel functionality per-application. To do so, I implement
kernel trimming (or KTRIM), a proof-of-concept tool that reduces the per-application
attack surface by instrumenting the kernel and preventing access to a set of functions,
with only small performance penalties. Because this approach simply requires loading
a kernel module and does not require recompilation or binary rewriting, the approach
is easy to deploy in practice. The limitations of KTRIM are that of any learning-based
approach: false positives, whereby a kernel function has been incorrectly learned as
unnecessary, can happen. To understand the feasibility of the approach, I deploy KTRIM
on a server used for real-world workloads for more than a year, and observe no false
positives during a full year.
The approach is structured in four phases designed to meet the challenges of deploying
a low overhead and low false-positive run-time attack surface reduction tool. Performance
overhead is kept low by avoiding to instrument frequently-called kernel functions, and
false positives can be reduced by grouping functions that are likely to be called under
similar conditions, at the cost of lower attack surface reduction.
Unlike methods such as anomalous system call monitoring [For+96; HFS98; Kru+03;
Mut+06; WD01] or system call sandboxing [AR00; Dan+; Gol+96; Goo09; Pro03],
KTRIM instruments at the level of individual kernel functions (and not merely the system
call interface). This makes the approach quantifiable, and non-bypassable.
Naturally, I quantify security benefits by using the attack surface measurement
framework described in Chapter 3. The attack surface can essentially be computed
by defining entry points for the attacker (system calls) and performing reachability
analysis over the kernel call graph. Because KTRIM intercepts calls to individual kernel
functions, it is particularly well-suited for measurements by this framework. In turn,
this quantification enables objective comparison of security trade-offs between KTRIM
variations.
The non-bypassable property is achieved by applying the complete mediation prin-
ciple: I reckon that, in the context of attack surface reduction, kernel functions can be
considered as resources to which access must be authorized. A reliable way to retrofit
such an authorization mechanism is to place authorization hooks as close to the resource
as possible, which I achieve by instrumenting the entry of most kernel functions. This
contrasts with existing system-call interposition techniques which can only reduce kernel
attack surface at the coarse granularity of the system call interface. Therefore, they
cannot provide reliable metrics on the amount of kernel code removed from the attack
surface.
My evaluation results show that by varying the nature of the analysis phase, it is
possible to provide a trade-off between attack surface reduction and the minimal time
span of the learning phase. For instance, it is possible to improve attack surface reduction
from 30% to 80% (when compared to the attack surface of the kernel with respect to an
unprivileged attacker controlling a local process in the absence of KTRIM), by making
the learning phase twice as long.
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Functions Ratio
Baseline RHEL 6.1 kernel 31,429 1
Lowest potential attack surface at run-time (qemu-kvm) 5,719 1:6
Lowest potential attack surface at run-time (mysqld) 3,663 1:9
Table 5.1. Comparison between the number of functions in the STATICSEC attack surface for
two kernels and the number of kernel functions traced for qemu-kvm and mysqld.
5.1 Overview
5.1.1 Motivations and challenges for run-time attack surface reduc-
tion
The results for compile-time attack surface reduction in Chapter 4 are very enticing. In
particular, the results show that the kernel attack surface can be reduced by 80 to 85%
(when measured with ASSLOC). However, we can make three observations that show the
added benefits of a run-time approach.
Improved compatibility and flexibility. The first observation is straightforward:
compile-time attack surface reduction requires recompiling the kernel, which can be
problematic for some practical deployments where the use of a standard distribution
kernel is mandated (e.g., as part of a support contract with the distributor). By providing
attack surface reduction as a kernel module, this requirement can be met. Additionally,
this provides greater flexibility because it becomes possible to easily enable and disable
attack surface reduction without rebooting.
Finer scope-granularity. Attack surface reduction at compile time results in system-
wide attack surface reduction. A run-time approach can have finer scope, e.g., by reducing
the attack surface for a group of processes, or by having different policies for each group
of processes.
Higher attack surface reduction potential. Because of this finer per-process gran-
ularity, run-time attack surface reduction could achieve higher attack surface reduction.
To evaluate the validity of this assertion, we devise the following experiment. On two ma-
chines which serve as development servers, we collect, during 8 months on one machine
and a year and a month on a second machine, kernel traces corresponding to the use
of various daemons and UNIX utilities. We observe that the highest number of unique
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Figure 5.1. Evolution of the number of unique kernel functions used by applications: after several
months of use, no new kernel functions were triggered.
kernel functions are used by the qemu-kvm process, which is running in one node serving
as KVM hypervisor on the test bed. The lowest number is achieved by the MYSQL
daemon. Table 5.1 compares these results and shows that, potentially, restricting the
kernel attack surface at run-time can result in an attack surface that is about 5 to 10 times
lower than that of a distribution kernel.
Rate of convergence and the challenge of false positives. In a preliminary exper-
iment, no synthetic workloads were run on the machines. Instead, the machines were
traced during their real-world usage. Over time, because the workload on a system
can change, new kernel functions can be used by an application. In Figure 5.1, we fix
the total number of kernel functions used by a given program, and plot the number of
unique functions that remain after the first system call performed. The figure shows that
it takes significant time to converge to the final set of functions used by the program. For
example, the MySQL daemon took 103 days to converge to its final set of kernel functions
(out of a total tracing duration of 403 days). Hence, an important challenge in building an
attack surface reduction is to design an approach that will result in fast convergence even
in the presence of incomplete traces. This can also be formulated as reducing the false
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Figure 5.2. KTRIM run-time kernel attack surface reduction phases.
positives of the detection system. The approach we take here is to group kernel functions
together (e.g., all functions declared in a given source file) to reduce the likelihood of
false positives.
5.2 Design
I now detail my design and implementation of KTRIM, a tool that aims to achieves the
benefits of run-time attack surface reduction, while trying to meet its challenges, in
particular the reduction of false-positives. The four major phases for run-time attack
surface reduction are depicted in Figure 5.2 and detailed below.
5.2.1 Pre-learning phase
The goal of phaseÊ is to prepare an enforcement phase (and incidentally, learning phase)
with low performance overhead. At first, KTRIM sets up tracing for all kernel functions
that can be traced. In other words, each kernel function is instrumented and each call to a
kernel function is logged. In the case of Linux, this is achieved by using the FTRACE tool
and the kernel’s debugfs interface. Since some kernel functions are called thousands of
times per second, this results in significant performance overhead at first, and also fills up
the log collection buffer very quickly, which leads to missed traces. In order to cope with
this practical limitation, I select, each time the trace buffer fills up, functions which are
called beyond a given threshold and disable tracing for those functions. These functions
form the system set, while the remaining kernel functions form the learning set.
My experiments show this heuristic is useful for keeping a low performance over-
head in the enforcement phase: instrumenting every single kernel function would cause
significant overhead. For instance, functions related to memory management (kfree,
__page_cache_alloc, get_page), or synchronization (_spin_lock, mutex_lock) always
find their place in the system set with this heuristic: they are called very often and
instrumenting them would be both detrimental for performance and would not signifi-
cantly reduce kernel attack surface (since most applications would end up using them
anyway). Listing 5.1 shows a more subtle example of a function included in the system
set: ext4_claim_free_blocks is repeatedly called in a loop, and this resulted in the
function being included in the system set, whereas its caller, ext4_mb_new_blocks, was
not.
ext4_fsblk_t ext4_mb_new_blocks (...)
{
...
while (ar->len && ext4_claim_free_blocks(sbi , ar->len)) {
/* let others to free the space */
yield ();
ar ->len = ar ->len >> 1;
}
...
}
Listing 5.1. Excerpt of an ext4 kernel function for allocating new blocks for the filesystem. The
function called repeatedly in the while loop was included in the system set by the pre-learning
phase.
5.2.2 Learning phase
In phase Ë, a workload is run and traces are collected to learn which kernel functions are
necessary for the operation of a target program, for this specific workload as well as the
system configuration and hardware specific to this machine — as different configuration
and hardware will result in different kernel functions being exercised. For example, the
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filesystem used to store the files of an application will result in different kernel functions
being called at each I/O operation.
For each target program for which the kernel attack surface should be reduced (e.g.,
sshd and mysqld in Figure 5.2) a security context is specified. The security context is
used to identify processes during the learning phase and the enforcement phase, in the
same manner security contexts are used to specify subjects in access control frameworks
such as SELinux. For this reason, in the current implementation of KTRIM, I thus make
use of SELinux [SVS01] security contexts as security context (in Figure 5.2, this is
represented by the sshd_t and mysqld_t SELinux types). Then, each function trace
collected is associated with this security context, resulting in one analysis set per security
context.
I have implemented this step in two different ways: first, I implemented as a kernel
module using the KPROBES dynamic instrumentation framework. In this case, a probe
is specified for each kernel function in the learning set, and the structure specifying the
probe contains a bit-field which tracks the security contexts which have made use of the
corresponding function (associating also a time-stamp to that access, for the purposes of
creating statistics for this chapter). However, as some system administrators have been
wary of installing a kernel module, I have also created a user-space tool based on FTRACE,
which logs and tracks all kernel functions in the learning set. The functionality that is
provided with both approaches is equivalent, although the KPROBES based approach is
more efficient.
5.2.3 Analysis phase
In phase Ì, I expand each analysis set to reduce false positives during enforcement.
Indeed, some kernel functions can be rarely exercised at run-time, such as fault handling
routines, and a learning phase that would not be exhaustive enough would not catch such
functions.
I evaluate three methods to achieve this goal, in addition to keeping the analysis
set unchanged (no grouping). The first, file grouping, performs expansion by grouping
functions according to the source file the function is defined in. The second, directory
grouping, performs expansion by grouping functions according to their source directory.
Finally, I perform cluster grouping, by performing k-means clustering of the kernel
call graph. Although other unsupervised machine-learning algorithms (such as hierar-
chical clustering) could be used, I chose k-means because of its well known scalability
(due to the size of the kernel call graph). In particular, I make use of the very scalable
mini-batch k-means algorithm described in [Scu10]. In my experiments, clustering in-
dividual functions led to unevenly-sized clusters and unsatisfactory evaluation results.
Therefore, I opted for using file grouping: each node in the call graph became a file,
and a file calls another target file if and only if there exists a function inside that file
calling a function in the target file. I also converted the graph to undirected, and used
the adjacency matrix thus obtained for clustering. The various parameters necessary for
the clustering algorithm were tweaked iteratively, best results were obtained by using
k = 1000, b = 2000, t = 60 with the notations of [Scu10].
Of course, one is not limited to these three choice, and other algorithms can be
designed for this phase. However these algorithms, especially cluster grouping, performed
reasonably well and I did not feel the need to explore further.
In effect, this phase increases the coarseness of the learning phase, trading off attack
surface reduction for a lower false acceptance rate and faster convergence.
5.2.4 Enforcement phase
Finally, I enforce in phase Í that each process (defined by its security context) makes
calls within the set of functions that are not in the corresponding enforcement set. To
achieve this goal, I monitor calls to each kernel function that is not in the system set, and
verify that the call is permitted for the current security context. In the implementation, I
make use of the Linux kernel’s KPROBES feature to insert probes at the very beginning of
each of those functions.
Currently, two options exist for the enforcement phase: the first is to simply log the
violation, and the second one is a fail-stop behavior, triggering a kernel oops (which will
attempt to kill the current process, failing that the kernel will crash). This enforcement
option can be chosen separately for each security context (i.e., for security contexts where
one is certain that the learning workload is thoroughly completed, enforcement can be
set to fail-stop mode, while other security contexts can be left in detection-only mode.
Doing so in a manner that maintains the non-bypassability is a significant implemen-
tation challenge. Indeed, when we intercept calls deep within the kernel, there are kernel
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invariants that must be honored. In particular, the kernel can already be holding locks,
and one cannot perform any operation that would attempt taking the same lock, as that
would result in a deadlock.
5.3 Evaluation
5.3.1 Evaluation use case
To measure the security benefits, in terms of attack surface reduction as well as false
positives, and performance, I opt for targeting daemon processes on a server during its
use for professional software development and testing, for a period of 403 days. The
server is an IBM x3650, with a quad-core Intel Xeon E5440 CPU and 20 GB RAM,
running the Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.1 Linux distribution (Linux kernel
version 2.6.32-131). The daemons I target on the server are OPENSSH (version 5.3p1),
MYSQL (version 5.1.52) and NTP (version 4.2.4p8). The same server also hosts KVM
virtual machines, and I trace qemu-kvm which is the user-space process running drivers
on the host for virtualizing hardware to the guest virtual machines.
5.3.2 Attack surface reduction
I compute attack surface reduction by using the enforcement set for each application,
combined with the system set, as barrier functions when performing reachability analysis
over the call graph. The kernel call graph is generated using the NCC and FRAMA-C
tools. In particular, source lines of code (SLOC) and cyclomatic complexity metrics are
calculated on a per-function basis by FRAMA-C. This approach follows the quantification
explained in Chapter 3.
Table 5.2 summarizes attack surface reduction results for all services, grouping
algorithms, and attack surface metrics in my setup. Attack surface reduction can vary
roughly between 30% and 80%, depending mostly on the grouping algorithm. Within a
grouping algorithm, results are consistent (e.g., about 75% without grouping compared
to about 40% with cluster grouping) across different metrics and services.
5.3.3 False positives
In this setup, we observe the usage of a daemon in its real-world usage. As a consequence,
it is possible that some previously unused feature of the daemon is finally used after
several months of usage. To measure how well different grouping algorithms fare in
that regard, I opt to use the first 20% of the collected traces as a learning phase, and
the remaining 80% as an enforcement phase1. Any function that is called during the
enforcement phase but is not in the enforcement set (or system set) is then accounted
as a false-positive. The results in terms of number of (unique) functions causing false
positives, are shown in Table 5.3, together with the convergence rate. I observe that,
when grouping by directory or by clustering, this time frame for the learning phase is
largely sufficient in all cases. For the two other grouping techniques, only qemu-kvm
converges prior to the 20% time-frame for all grouping techniques.
5.3.4 Performance
I measure performance during the enforcement phase with the LMBENCH 3 benchmark-
ing suite. I perform 5 runs and collect the average latency, which is reported in Table 5.4.
Most overheads are very low (especially considering this is a micro-benchmark): the
pre-learning phase is effective in segregating performance-sensitive kernel functions.
However, some operations (e.g., empty file creation) can incur significant overhead (75%),
which shows that my heuristic approach still has room for improvement — although file
creation is not a performance-critical operation in most workloads.
As a macro-benchmark, I use the mysqlslap load-generation and benchmarking tool
for MYSQL. I run a workload of 5000 SQL queries (composed of 55% INSERT and
45% SELECT queries, including table creation and dropping time), and measure the
average duration over 30 runs. This workload is run 50 times, resulting in 50 averages,
which I compute a 95%-confidence interval over. Results in Table 5.5 show that KTRIM
incurs no measurable overhead. In addition, the results confirm the pre-learning phase’s
effectiveness: without this phase, KTRIM would incur more than 100% overhead on this
test.
1This setting is solely used for the estimation of false-positives. The attack surface reduction numbers
make use of the entire trace dataset as a learning phase (to provide the most accurate results).
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5.3.5 Detection of past vulnerabilities
I now focus on the case of four vulnerabilities for the Linux kernel for which a public
kernel exploit was available (I use the same vulnerabilities described in Chapter 2). For
each, I provide a short reminder of the vulnerability, and pinpoint the individual kernel
function responsible for the vulnerability.
KTRIM would have detected exploits targeting such vulnerabilities in many cases (see
Table 5.6). This means, for example, if a remote attacker had taken control of mysqld
through a remote exploit, or if a virtual-machine-guest exploited a qemu-kvm vulnerability
such as CVE-2011-1751 (virtunoid exploit) on the machine, and then attempted to elevate
his privileges on the host using an exploit for the kernel, KTRIM would detect the exploit.
In particular, note that it does not matter how the exploit is written: this detection is non-
bypassable for the attacker because the access to the function containing the vulnerability
is detected by KTRIM in the enforcement phase, and, by definition, it’s not possible to
write an exploit for a vulnerability without triggering the vulnerability.
Finally, the ASCV E metric results (in Table 5.2) provide the best numbers for estimat-
ing KTRIM’s effectiveness in detecting exploits for past CVEs. The following examples
are anecdotal and for illustrative purposes.
perf_swevent_init (CVE-2013-2094). This vulnerability concerns the Linux ker-
nel’s recently introduced low-level performance monitoring framework. It was discovered
using the TRINITY fuzzer, and, shortly after its discovery, a kernel exploit presumably
dated from 2010 was publicly released, suggesting that the vulnerability had been ex-
ploited in the wild for the past few years. The vulnerability is an out-of-bounds access
(decrement by one) into an array, with a partially-attacker-controlled index. Indeed, the
index variable, event_id is declared as a 64 bit integer in the kernel structure, but the
perf_swevent_init function assumes it is of type int when checking for its validity:
therefore the attacker controls the upper 32 bits of the index freely. In the publicly re-
leased exploit, the sw_perf_event_destroy kernel function is then leveraged to provoke
the arbitrary write, because it makes use of event_id as a 64-bit index into the array.
This results in arbitrary kernel-mode code execution.
check_mem_permission (CVE-2012-0056). A detailed description of this cleverly
discovered vulnerability is provided by its author online2. It essentially consists in
2http://blog.zx2c4.com/749
tricking a set-user-id process into writing to it’s own memory (through /proc/self/mem)
attacker-controlled data, resulting in obtaining root access. The vulnerability is in
the kernel function responsible for handling permission checks on /proc/self/mem
writes: __check_mem_permission. Although KTRIM does not intercept this function
directly, it intercepts the check_mem_permission function which is the unique caller
of __check_mem_permission (in fact, this function is inlined by the compiler, which
explains why KTRIM does not instrument it).
sk_run_filter (CVE-2010-4158). This vulnerability is in the Berkeley Packet
Filter (BPF) [MJ93] system used to filter network packets directly in the kernel. It is
a “classic” stack-based information leak vulnerability: a carefully crafted input allows
an attacker to read uninitialized stack memory. Such vulnerabilities can potentially
breach confidentiality of important kernel data, or be used in combination with other
exploits, especially when kernel hardening features are in use (such as kernel base address
randomization). In my evaluation, KTRIM detects exploits targeting this vulnerability
when no grouping is used, and under sshd or mysqld.
rds_page_copy_user (CVE-2010-3904). This vulnerability is in reliable datagram
sockets (RDS), a seldom used network protocol. The vulnerability is straightforward:
the developer has essentially made use of the __copy_to_user function instead of the
copy_to_user function which checks that the destination address is not within kernel
address space. This results in arbitrary writes (and reads) into kernel memory, and
therefore kernel-mode code execution. This vulnerability is in an loadable kernel module
(LKM) which is not in use on the target system, yet, because of the Linux kernel’s
on-demand LKM loading feature which will load some kernel modules when they are
made use of by user-space applications, the vulnerability was exploitable on many Linux
systems.
This vulnerability is detected by KTRIM, even after grouping. However, unlike
the three previous exploits, this vulnerability would also have been prevent by ap-
proaches such as kernel extension isolation, or even more simply, the use of the Linux
modules_disabled switch previously explained. Because of this, as explained in the
STATICSEC model, this CVE (and many similar ones in other modules) is not counted in
the ASCV E metric.
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5.3.6 Synthetic LAMP workload
In addition to the RHEL-based use case, to show the applicability of KTRIM across
different linux kernel versions, distributions, and applications, I run a synthetic work-
load on an Ubuntu 12.04 server (kernel version 3.2.0-25) with a typical APACHE2,
MYSQL and PHP5 (LAMP) installation in the presence of KTRIM in learning mode.
I set up the web server for serving static content, in addition to the collaboration plat-
form DOKUWIKI [Goh] and the message board system PHPBB3 [Php] in their default
configuration.
The test workload is generated by the SKIPFISH [ZHR] web application security
scanner, which automatically exercises all web pages hosted on the server, including
edge-case inputs to attempt triggering vulnerabilities (the SKIPFISH run lasted about 10
hours).
Results in Table 5.7 show similar results to the RHEL-based use-case, thereby
confirming the broader applicability of KTRIM.
5.4 Discussion
In this section, I discuss the results of kernel attack surface reduction as well as its issues.
5.4.1 Security contexts
KTRIM currently makes use of SELinux security contexts. Other possibilities for security
contexts would include process owner UID (which is suitable for daemons), or the
security contexts of other access control frameworks (e.g., AppArmor or TOMOYO). An
important consideration for access control systems are the security context transitions
that can occur. For traditional UNIX UIDs, this typically corresponds to suid executables,
which will run with the UID of their owner, effectively transitioning UIDs. SELinux makes
use of type transitions to achieve a similar effect, though they do not need to be used for
elevating privileges alone, but are used more generally for switching privileges. This can
be problematic for kernel attack surface reduction: if an attacker is allowed to change
privileges and maintain the possibility of arbitrary code execution, she can mount attacks
to the kernel beyond the restriction of the current security context. However, in cases
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Figure 5.3. Attack surface reduction and convergence rate for the evaluated applications, under
different grouping methods (RHEL use case only).
where sandboxing is used, processes can often be prevented from executing other binaries
with security transitions.
5.4.2 Analysis phase: grouping algorithms and trade-offs
Figure 5.3 depicts convergence and attack surface trade-offs for all four grouping methods
explored in this work. The closer a data point is to the bottom right corner of this graph,
the better the trade-off. For instance, I observe that cluster grouping subsumes directory
grouping: it achieves a better convergence rate at a slightly better attack surface reduction.
Similarly, no grouping performs better than file grouping for 3 out of the 4 services
evaluated (the exception being ntpd).
In practical deployments of KTRIM, these trade-offs should be adapted to the work-
load and target service: for instance, in use-cases where the workload is not well defined
(e.g., development platforms), clustering grouping is a more attractive solution: it con-
verges about twice as fast as the other algorithms.
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5.4.3 False positives
In my evaluation of false-positives, I decided to reserve the last 80% of the traces for
the enforcement phase. This corresponds roughly to a period of almost 3 months for
the learning phase, which, although lengthy in some cases, is reasonable for services
which are put into testing for several weeks before being put into production. In addition,
the server I use in this evaluation is a development machine, whose use can change
significantly over time, when compared to a typical production server. With that in mind,
the results are very positive: for all grouping methods and services, no false positives
were observed for about a full year.
5.4.4 Performance trade-offs
The pre-learning phase contains a tunable parameter that sets the threshold for disable
tracing of performance-sensitive functions. Because the results showed low performance
overhead, I did not tweak this parameter in the evaluations. However, I expect that
increasing the threshold (i.e., reducing the size of the system set) will decrease per-
formance, but improve attack surface reduction (because each application’s traces are
cluttered by the system set). Potentially, the convergence rate can also be improved
when grouping is used (because the system set functions are not fed into the grouping
algorithms: after grouping, the functions present there could unnecessarily increase the
kernel attack surface).
5.4.5 Attack surface metrics
Attack surface reduction results remain consistent when comparing ASSLOC, AScycl ,
ASCV E and even the number of functions in the STATICSEC attack surface. This is
particularly remarkable, as SLOC and cyclomatic complexity are a priori metrics (i.e.,
they estimate future vulnerabilities by source code complexity) whereas CVE numbers
are a posteriori metrics (i.e., this reflects the number of functions that have been found to
be vulnerable by the past), and only a weak correlation between such metrics has been
found in prior work [SW08].
5.4.6 Attack surface size and TCB
In absolute terms, results show that the kernel attack surface can be as low as 105K
SLOC (without grouping) and 313K SLOC (with cluster grouping). This means that
using the statistic that the Linux kernel has 10 million SLOC, overestimates the amount
of code an attacker (in the STATICSEC model) can exploit defects in, by two orders of
magnitude. While this number is still greater than the size of state-of-the-art reduced-TCB
security solutions such as the MINIX 3 microkernel (4K SLOC [Her+06b]), the Fiasco
microkernel (15K SLOC [Har+05]) or Flicker (250 SLOC [McC+08]), it is comparable
to the TCB size of commodity hypervisors such as Xen (98K SLOC without considering
the Dom0 kernel and drivers, which are often much larger [MMH08]).
Hence, one could be tempted to challenge the conventional wisdom that commodity
hypervisors provide much better security isolation than commodity kernels. However,
making such a statement would require comparable attack surface measurements to be
performed on a hypervisor, after transposing the STATICSEC model.
5.4.7 Limits of existing instrumentation
In Section 5.1.1, I state that the attack surface for mysqld contains at least 3,663 functions.
This number is obtained by adding up the system set size and the enforcement set size
for mysqld. However, this lower-bound is difficult to reach in practice due to practical
limitations of the tracing (FTRACE) and instrumentation (KPROBES) framework I use.
Indeed, only a subset of all kernel functions can be instrumented in practice (about 20K
functions out of 30K total, depending on the kernel version and loaded modules). In
particular, functions that are susceptible to be used by the instrumentation framework
itself, functions that are declared in assembly, and functions inlined by GCC cannot be
instrumented, although they can be found by static analysis (and, more importantly, they
can be target of attacks). Hence, the 3,663 functions registered is lower than the number
of kernel functions that were really used by the application. In addition, I also take
into account in the attack surface measurements that I can only enforce on functions
which KPROBES can instrument, which results in further increase of the attack surface
measurement. In the end, I obtain 7,498 functions (see Table 5.2) for the mysqld attack
surface.
In other words, although current results already provide high attack surface reduction
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(reducing kernel attack surface 5-fold in some cases), improving the instrumentation used
in KTRIM (e.g., by instrumenting at the basic-block level) could result in even better
results by allowing more code to be enforced on.
5.4.8 Improving the enforcement phase
Currently, the enforcement phase can only prevent code execution by a fail-stop behav-
ior: the Linux kernel is written in the C language, hence with no exception handling
mechanism in case the execution flow is to be aborted at an arbitrary function. As an
example, the current execution could have taken an important kernel lock, and abort-
ing the execution of the current flow abruptly would result in a kernel lock-up. This
fail-stop behavior is a common problem to many kernel hardening mechanisms (e.g.,
see references in [LAK09]), and it would be possible to expand KTRIM with existing
solutions. For example, Akeso [LAK09] allows rolling back to the start of a system call,
from (most) kernel functions. This is essentially achieved by establishing a snapshot of
shared kernel state at each system call.
5.5 Related Work
Two approaches can be envisioned to reduce the attack surface of the kernel: either
making the kernel smaller (or switching to smaller kernels, which is often not an option
in practice), or putting in place run-time mechanisms that restrict the amount of code
accessible in the running kernel.
This works focuses on the run-time mechanisms: although there has been extensive
work in providing better sandboxing and access control for commodity operating systems,
little has been done to reduce kernel attack surface and quantify improvments. Most
approaches that may reduce kernel attack surface have used the system call interface
(or other existing hooks in the kernel, such as LSM hooks for Linux). In particular, no
quantification of run-time kernel attack surface reduction has been done so far for these
techniques.
5.5.1 Smaller kernels
The following summarizes related work on reducing the kernel attack surface at compile-
time and, more generally, designing and developing smaller kernels.
Micro-kernels. Micro-kernels are designed with the explicit goal of being as small
and modular as possible [Acc+86; Lie95]. This design goal led to micro-kernels being a
good choice for security-sensitive systems [Her+06b; Hoh+04; Kle+09]. For instance,
MINIX 3 [Her+06a; Her+06b; Her+08], is a micro-kernel designed for security: in
particular, its kernel is particularly small, at around 4,000 SLOC. A significant practical
drawback of all these approaches is the lack of compatibility with the wide variety
of existing middleware, applications, and device drivers, which render their adoption
difficult, except when used as hypervisors [Har+05; HL10] to host commodity OSes.
However, when hypervisors are used, isolation is only provided between the guest
operating systems, which might not be sufficient in some use cases. When this isolation
is sufficient, it can translate into a significant performance overhead over single-OS
implementations with more lightweight solutions such as containers [Kur+11].
Kernel extension fault isolation. There has been a number of approaches to retrofit
micro-kernel-like features into commodity OS kernels, by targeting fault isolation of
kernel extensions such as device drivers [BWZ10; Cas+09; Mao+11; Swi+02]. For
instance, Nooks [Swi+02] can wrap calls between device drivers and the core kernel, and
make use of virtual memory protection mechanisms, leading to a more reliable kernel in
the presence of faulty drivers. However, in the presence of a malicious attacker who can
compromise such devices, this is insufficient, and more involved approaches are required:
e.g., LXFI [Mao+11], which requires interfaces between the Linux kernel and extensions
to be manually annotated. A notable drawback common to all the techniques is that, by
design, they only target kernel modules and not the core kernel.
Kernel specialization. Some researchers have suggested approaches to tailor the
Linux kernel to a specific workload, although security is usually not a goal, but improve-
ments in code size or execution speed are: Lee et al. [Lee+04] manually modify the
source code (e.g., by removing unnecessary system calls) based on a static analysis of
the applications and the kernel. Chanet et al. [Cha+05], in contrast, propose a method
based on link-time binary rewriting similar to dead-code analysis, but also employ static
analysis techniques to infer and specialize the set of system calls to be used.
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5.5.2 System call monitoring and access control
A number of techniques make use of the system call interface or the LSM framework to
restrict or detect malicious behavior. I explain their relation with kernel attack surface
reduction here.
Anomalous system call monitoring. Various host-based intrusion detection systems
detect anomalous behavior by monitoring system calls (e.g., [Fen+03; For+96; GRS04;
HFS98; Kru+03; Mut+06; WD01] and references in [FHS08]). Most of these approaches
detect normal behavior of an application based on bags, tuples or sequences of system
calls, possibly taking into account system call arguments as well [Can+12]. Because
behavioral systems do not make assumptions on the types of attacks that can be detected,
they target detection of unknown attacks, unlike signature-based intrusion detection
systems which can be easily bypassed by new attacks. It has also been shown that it is
possible for attackers to bypass such detection mechanisms as well [Kru+05; Ma+12;
TMK03; WS02]. Hence, although behavioral intrusion detection could, as a side effect,
reduce the kernel attack surface (because a kernel exploit’s sequence of system calls
might deviate from the normal use of the application), it is bypassable by using one of
many known techniques, especially in the context of kernel attack surface reduction. This
argument is not applicable in the case where the anomaly detection is performed with a
trivial window size of one, i.e., on a system-call basis – however, this corresponds to the
essence of system-call-based sandboxing which is explained in the next paragraph.
System-call-based process sandboxing. Sandboxes based on system call interposi-
tion [AR00; Dan+; Gol+96; Goo09; KSK11; Pro03] provide the possibility to whitelist
permissible operations for selected applications by creating a security policy. Although
most of these sandboxes were primarily designed to provide better resource access
control, they can also reduce the kernel attack surface, as the policy will restrict the
access to some kernel code (e.g., because a system call is prevented altogether). A good
example for achieving attack surface reduction with such an approach is provided by
seccomp. In its latest instantiation, it allows a process to irrecovably set a system call
authorization policy. The policy can also specify allowable arguments to the system
call. Hence, this allows skilled developers to manually build sandboxes that reduce the
kernel attack surface (e.g., the Chrome browser recently started using such a sandbox on
Linux distributions that support it). However, this approach comes with two fundamental
drawbacks. The first is that it is very difficult to quantify how much of the kernel’s
attack surface has been reduced by analysing one such policy, without the full context
of the system its running on. To explain this, I take the simple example of a process
that is only allowed to perform reads and writes from a file descriptor which is inherited
from (or passed by) another process (this is the smallest reasonable policy that one could
use). By merely observing this policy, the attack surface exposed by the kernel to this
application could be extremely large, since this file descriptor could be backing a file on
any type of filesystem, a socket, or a pipe. More generally, the kernel keeps state that
will affect the kernel functions that would handle the exact same system call. The second
issue is that many system call arguments cannot be used to make a security decision
(and reduce the kernel attack surface): this is a well known problem for system call
interposition [Gar03; Wat07]. As a consequence, the attack surface on some policies
can be larger than expected. Fundamentally, KTRIM can be seen as a generalization of
system-call-based sandboxing because access control is performed at the level of each
kernel function instead of limiting itself to the system call handlers only.
Access control. The significant vulnerabilities and drawbacks of system-call-based
sandboxing for performing access control have led to mechanisms with tighter inte-
gration with the kernel [Wat13]. In particular, on Linux, the LSM framework was
created [Wri+02] as a generic way of integrating mandatory access control (MAC) mech-
anisms, such as [SVS01], into the kernel. Unlike system-call interposition, this approach
can be shown to provide complete mediation [JEZ04]. In a way, kernel attack surface
reduction can also be seen as a resource access control problem. In this case, the resources
to access are no longer files, sockets, IPCs, but the kernel functions themselves – however,
in this case, the LSM framework would be of little use as a reference monitor (since only
a select number of kernel functions are intercepted). It then becomes clear that the proper
way of reducing the kernel attack surface should also be with a non-bypassable system
that would perform the access control as close as possible to the protected resources: the
kernel functions.
5.5.3 Other techniques that improve kernel security
There is a wide range of techniques that can improve kernel security without reducing
the kernel attack surface, I mention a few of them here.
One approach is to concede that in practice kernels are likely to be compromised
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and the question of detecting and recovering from the intrusion is therefore important.
For this purpose, kernel rootkit detection techniques have been proposed (e.g., [Car+09;
Ses+07]), as well as attestation techniques. Clearly, such techniques are orthogonal to
attack surface reduction which aims to prevent the kernel from being attacked in the first
place.
Another approach is to prevent potential vulnerabilities in the source code from
being exploitable, without aiming to remove the vulnerabilities [Cri+07; KPK12; St]. For
instance, the PaX patch UDEREF prevents the kernel from (accidentally or maliciously)
accessing user-space data, while the KERNEXEC patch prevents attacks where the attacker
returns into code situated in user-space (with kernel privileges). SVA [Cri+07] compiles
the existing kernel sources into a safe instruction set architecture which is translated into
native instructions by the SVA VM, providing to a certain extent, among other guarantees,
type safety and control flow integrity.
I consider all aforementioned techniques as supplemental to kernel attack surface
reduction: they can be used in conjunction to improve overall kernel security. Indeed,
kernel hardening techniques only aim for specific classes of vulnerabilities whereas
kernel attack surface reduction does not discriminate between vulnerability classes. This
makes it possible to deal with unknown vulnerability classes or vulnerability classes for
which there exists no efficient counter-measure. As such, attack surface reduction can
be seen as a more proactive approach in dealing with kernel vulnerabilities than kernel
hardening, which is itself a more proactive approach than traditional patch management
which focuses on individual vulnerabilities.
5.5.4 Summary
In a nutshell, KTRIM is at the confluence of two research currents: it attempts to bring
together the security benefits of building small kernels and the convenience and compati-
bility aspects of process sandboxing and host-based intrusion detection. The advantages
of each area of work are summarized in Table 5.8.
5.6 Summary
KTRIM is a lightweight, per-application, run-time kernel attack surface reduction frame-
work that can restrict the amount of kernel code accessible to an attacker controlling a
process. Such scenarios, in which attackers control a process and aim to attack the kernel,
occur increasingly often [Ess11; Eva12] because of the rise of application sandboxes
and the general increase in user-space hardening. The main goal of KTRIM is to provide
a way of reducing the kernel attack surface in a quantifiable and non-bypassable way.
KTRIM incurs rather low overhead (less than 3% for most performance-sensitive system
calls), and can be seen as a generalisation of system-call-sandboxing to the level of kernel
functions. My evaluation shows that attack surface reduction is significant (from 30%
to 80%) both in terms of lines of code and CVEs: for example, out of a total of 262
kernel functions which had CVEs in the past and are reachable from the system call
interface, KTRIM detects that 225 of those functions are unnecessary for the operation of
the MYSQL daemon on my evaluation platform.
In its current state, KTRIM is suitable for use cases that are well-defined, typically
server environments or embedded systems, because it uses run-time traces to establish the
set of permitted functions for a given process (identified by its security context), which are
then monitored and logged for violations. I envision the learning phase would be turned
on when the server is tested prior to being put into production. In production, KTRIM
will be enforcing and detections of kernel attacks will occur and could be reported, for
example, to security incident and event management (SIEM) tools typically deployed in
enterprises.
By using k-means clustering in the analysis phase, I have shown that convergence
time can be significantly reduced for all four services observed: no false positives
were observed for about a full year even under non-controlled, real-world usage of the
evaluated applications.
In addition, this approach further confirms that the notion of attack surface is a
powerful way to quantify security improvements: it would be very difficult to quantify
improvements with traditional TCB size measurements. I foresee that this notion can
have wider application, e.g., using the attack surface delimited thanks to KTRIM could
be used to steer source code analysis work preferably towards code that is reachable to
attackers, and to prioritize kernel hardening efforts and vulnerability research.
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None File Cluster Directory
sshd
Convergence rate 26% 26% 12% 20%
False positives at 20% 20 3 0 0
mysqld
Convergence rate 26% 26% 12% 19%
False positives at 20% 38 4 0 0
ntpd
Convergence rate 26% 20% 12% 14%
False positives at 20% 10 0 0 0
qemu-kvm
Convergence rate 18% 18% 11% 11%
False positives at 20% 0 0 0 0
Table 5.3. Convergence rate (convergence time to 0 false-positives by total observation time) and
number of false positives for all analysis phase algorithms for four applications. A false positive
is a (unique) function which is called during the enforcement phase by a program, but is not in
the enforcement or system set.
Baseline KTRIM Overhead
open and close 2.78 2.80 0.8%
Null I/O .19 .19 0%
stat 1.85 1.86 0.5%
TCP select 2.52 2.65 5.2%
fork and exec 547 622 14%
fork and exec sh 1972 2025 2.7%
File create 31.6 55.4 75%
mmap 105.3K 107.5K 2.1%
Page fault .1672 .1679 0.4%
Table 5.4. Latency time and overhead for various OS operations (in microseconds)
Baseline KTRIM Without pre-learning
Average 2.30 ± 0.00 2.31 ± 0.00 4.67 ± 0.01
Overhead 0.4% 103%
Table 5.5. MySQL-slap benchmark: average time to execute 5000 SQL queries (in seconds)
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None File Cluster Directory
CVE-2013-2094 (Perf.) 3 – – –
CVE-2012-0056 (Mem.) 3 M 3 M
CVE-2010-4158 (BPF) S, M – – –
CVE-2010-3904 (RDS) 3 3 3 3
Table 5.6. Detection of previously exploited kernel vulnerabilities by KTRIM (for each grouping).
Legend: 3: detected for all use cases, S: detected in the sshd context, M: detected in the mysqld
context, –: undetected.
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Comparison and Case Study
“ If the truth were known about theorigin of the word “Jazz” it wouldnever be mentioned in polite society.”Attributed to Clay Smith
6.1 Comparison
I now provide a comparison of compile-time tailoring and run-time trimming. Table 6.1
summarizes this comparison.
Tailoring Trimming
Attack Surface Reduction 3
False Positives 3
Enforcement ∼ ∼
Performance 3
Usability 3
Table 6.1. Succinct comparison of the trade-offs between compile-time tailoring vs. run-time
trimming as presented in this thesis. The check mark is attributed to the approach with the
advantage (if any).
6.1.1 Attack Surface Reduction
The attack surface reduction that can be achieved by trimming (with no grouping) is
inherently higher than that achievable with tailoring. This is a simple matter of granularity:
discerning at the level of individual functions (with more than 60K functions) will lead to
a lower attack surface than discerning at the level of kernel configuration options (about
5K options).
However, the attack surface numbers in both evaluations cannot be directly compared.
Indeed, we use the STATICSEC model for trimming whereas tailoring is evaluated under
the GENSEC and ISOLSEC models. Trimming with no grouping essentially achieves
the same attack surface reduction percentage than tailoring (about 80%). However,
because the STATICSEC model is more restrictive (in the sense that it assumes less kernel
functionality may be reachable to the attacker), this is in fact a result in favor of trimming.
To substantiate this claim, we have also performed attack surface reduction measure-
ments when using the STATICSEC model for tailoring [Dec14]. In STATICSEC, the attack
surface reduction achieved with tailoring is about 30% on average (across different use
cases), compared to about 80% for trimming with no grouping. It then becomes clear that
the attack surface achieved with tailoring is about 3 to 4 times higher than that achieved
with trimming.
Finally, the attack surface obtained after trimming (without grouping) is a subset of
the attack surface obtained with tailoring. Hence, this confirms the intuition that there is
little benefit in performing trimming and tailoring at the same time (in terms of attack
surface reduction).
6.1.2 False positives
Both approaches are based on a training phase whereby a trace of the workload is
recorded. This is inherently prone to false-positives in the sense that the workload may
significantly change and the tailored/trimmed kernel functionality may be insufficient
to satisfy the changing workload. This is not necessarily a major inconvenience, since
both approaches are designed for systems where the workload is essentially known in
advance (e.g., servers, embedded systems). In addition, in the case of trimming, there is
the possibility of additional flexibility in the enforcement phase as I discuss next.
Nevertheless, experiments show that in the case of tailoring, the convergence rate to
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the target kernel functionality is very fast (e.g., about 5 minutes of a synthetic workload
is sufficient). The same cannot be said for trimming, since one needs in the order of one
to three months.
6.1.3 Enforcement
In the case of tailoring, there is only one possible enforcement strategy: relying on the
existing kernel code (and application code) to deal with cases where a kernel functionality
has not been compiled into the kernel. For instance, if one attempts to create a socket of
an unknown type, the system call will simply return an error.
In the case of trimming, there are many possible enforcement strategies, although
many have drawbacks. For instance, to return an error on a system call is, in the
general case, impossible. Indeed, the violation is detected deep in the kernel, when
locks might have been taken or other shared kernel state manipulated. Because no
exception mechanism that would unwind such locks exist (or can be implemented
without significant overhaul of the kernel architecture), this is not a satisfying strategy.
An alternative, crashing the kernel on violations, is also too drastic in the presence of
false positives, as it clearly creates the opportunity for denial of service attacks from
attackers.
However, there are two viable options (both of which I have implemented and
experimented with). The first one consists in detecting the violation. Care should be
taken as to how this detection is done (e.g., send UDP packet to a remote trusted host in the
kprobe handler). The second consists in gracefully degrading the kernel’s performance,
by trading-off some CPU cycles for increased checks (i.e., “kernel hardening”). This is
performed by compiling the kernel in two versions (one base and one hardened version)
whereby it is possibly to chose, in terms of functionality, any of the two versions of each
kernel function. The hardened version is compiled with additional checks (including
kernel stack clearance, kernel stack exhaustion checks, kernel function pointer protection).
Of course, both of these options can be used simultaneously. The advantage of such
approaches is that they provide additional flexibility for changing workloads: for instance,
in the second case, false-positives will only result in reduced performance. And since
the kernel functionality exercised in the false-positives is seldom used, this performance
reduction is unlikely to be perceptible.
In conclusion, none of the two approaches have a clear advantage over the other in
terms of enforcement. Although tailoring provides a cleaner interface for denying the
use of removed functionality, trimming also provides the option of still allowing running
such “unnecessary” functionality.
6.1.4 Performance
By design, tailoring has no performance impact: the exact same kernel functions remain.
In fact, it could be argued that one could observe improvements under some workloads
due to caching effects. Indeed, the kernel code size is smaller, which means it’s more
likely that memory locality is more likely to benefit kernel code. However, I did not
observe any measurable difference in benchmarks, this effect is therefore not significant
(at least on the servers and workloads we benchmarked).
The same cannot be said about trimming. Trimming makes use of dynamic instrumen-
tation (via KPROBES), which can result in significant overhead, especially if commonly
used kernel functions are instrumented. However, because of the pre-learning phase
heuristic, this is mitigated in favor of a slightly larger attack surface. Hence, the observed
performance overhead remains low. In future work, these performance optimizations
could be further investigated. One could consider making use of more performant in-
strumentation techniques (e.g., making use of static instrumentation), and optimizing
the approach through which kernel functions should be instrumented. For instance, a
static instrumentation could first check whether the current process is part of the set of
processes for which trimming occurs. If not, (e.g., for processes running as root), the
static instrumentation can directly skip over the instrumentation checks.
6.1.5 Usability
Tailoring requires recompiling the kernel, whereas trimming does not. Recompiling
the kernel can be a significant hindrance in practice. Some kernel distributors will
not provide support for recompiled kernels. Similarly, recompiling the kernel implies
rebooting, which in some use cases (such as servers) can be undesirable.
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6.1.6 Summary
In use cases where applications, kernel, and hardware will rarely be updated, tailoring is
a particularly good fit. This generally corresponds to embedded systems where Linux is
used: for example set-top boxes, routers, switches, industrial control systems, medical
instruments. Because such systems are rarely updated, attack surface reduction can delay
or prevent such devices from being exploited by unpatched vulnerabilities. This is simply
because, by analyzing Linux kernel CVEs we observe that fewer of these vulnerabilities
exist on a tailored kernel in all use cases. In use cases where flexibility is more important,
but where use cases are also known in advance, kernel trimming may be used. Although
false positives may exist, because one may simply use the system in detection mode,
they will not affect the stability of the system. Servers (such as cloud services) are a
particularly good example. Between significant applications and kernel updates, servers
will go through testing. This testing phase can be performed at the same time as the
learning phase.
6.2 Case study
In this section, I present a case study of a vulnerability assessment of two architectures
for implementing a cloud storage service. The analysis demonstrates the value of kernel
self-protection techniques such as the two attack surface reduction techniques presented
in this thesis.
6.2.1 Overview
Storage cloud services allow the sharing of storage infrastructure among multiple cus-
tomers and hence significantly reduce costs. Typically, such services provide object or
filesystem access over a network to the shared distributed infrastructure. To support
multiple customers or tenants concurrently, the network-filesystem-access services must
be properly isolated with minimal performance impact.
We consider here a filesystem storage cloud as a public cloud storage service used
by customers to mount their own filesystems remotely through well-established network
filesystem protocols such as NFS and the Common Internet Filesystem (CIFS, also
known as SMB). Such a service constitutes a highly scalable, performant, and reliable
enterprise network-attached storage (NAS) accessible over the Internet that provides
services to multiple tenants.
In general, a cloud service can be run at any of the following increasing levels of
multi-tenancy:
• Hardware level: server hardware, OS, and application dedicated per client.
• Hypervisor level: share server hardware, and use virtualization to host dedicated
OS and application per client.
• OS level: share server hardware and OS, and run a dedicated application per client.
• Application level: share server hardware, OS, and application server among clients.
Intuitively, the higher the level of multi-tenancy, the easier it seems to achieve a resource-
efficient design and implementation; at the same time, though, it gets harder (conceptually
and in terms of development effort) to securely isolate the clients from each other.
In this case study, we investigate a hypervisor-level and an OS-level multi-tenant
filesystem storage cloud architecture, and compare them in terms of security, especially
with respect to kernel protection. The hypervisor-level multi-tenancy approach is based
on hardware virtualization (with para-virtualized drivers for improved networking perfor-
mance). We refer to this architecture as the virtualization-based multi-tenancy (VMT)
architecture. The OS-level multi-tenancy approach uses mandatory access control (MAC)
in the Linux kernel and is capable of isolating customer-dedicated user-space services on
the same OS. Such an architecture may also leverage, for instance, OS-level virtualization
technologies such as OpenVZ or Linux Containers (LXC). We refer to this architecture as
the operating-system-based multi-tenancy (OSMT) architecture in the remainder of this
study.
We have implemented both approaches on real hardware in the IBM Scale-out NAS
(SONAS) [Son] and the IBM General Parallel Filesystem (GPFS) [SH02] technologies.
We used open-source components such as KVM [Kiv+07] with virtio networking for
virtualization and SELinux (http://selinuxproject.org/) for MAC.
6.2.2 Background
One can distinguish the following categories of general-purpose storage clouds (ignoring
storage clouds that provide database-like structures on content):
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• Block storage clouds, with a block-level interface, i.e., an interface that allows
the writing and reading of fixed-sized blocks. Examples of such clouds include
Amazon EBS.
• Object storage clouds, composed of buckets (or containers) that contain objects
(or blobs). These objects are referred to by a key (or name). The API is usually
very simple: typically a REST API with create and remove operations on buckets
and put, get, delete, and list operations on objects. Example of such storage clouds
include Amazon S3, Rackspace Cloudfiles, and Azure Storage Blobs.
• Filesystem storage clouds, with a full-fledged filesystem interface, therefore re-
ferred to also as “cloud NAS.” Examples of such clouds include Nirvanix Cloud-
NAS, Azure Drive, and IBM Scale-Out Network Attached Storage (SONAS).
Application-level multi-tenancy is sometimes also referred to as native multi-tenancy.
Some authors consider it the cleanest way to isolate multiple tenants [Cai+11]. How-
ever, achieving multi-tenancy securely is very challenging and therefore not common
for filesystem storage clouds. The reasons lie in the complex nature of this task: un-
like other types of storage clouds, filesystem storage clouds possess complex APIs
that have evolved over time, which leads to large attack surfaces. The vulnerability
track record of these applications seems to confirm this intuition. CIFS servers were
vulnerable to various buffer-overflows (e.g., CVE-2010-3069, CVE-2010-2063, CVE-
2007-2446, CVE-2003-0085, CVE-2002-1318, see http://cve.mitre.org/), format
string vulnerability leading to arbitrary code execution (CVE-2009-1886), directory
traversals (CVE-2010-0926, CVE-2001-1162), while NFS servers were also vulnerable
to similar classic vulnerabilities as well as more specific ones such as filehandle vulnera-
bilities [Tra+04]. Moreover, adding multi-tenancy support into these server applications
would require significant development (e.g., in order to distinguish between different
authentication servers for specific filesystem exports) which will most likely result in
new vulnerabilities. We discuss in Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 architectures with lower
levels of multi-tenancy. They effectively restrict the impact of arbitrary code execution
vulnerabilities to the realm of a single tenant: by definition, this cannot be achieved with
application-level multi-tenancy.
This study targets the IBM SONAS [Son] platform, which evolved from the IBM
Scale-Out File Services (SoFS) [Oeh+08]. IBM SONAS provides a highly scalable
network-attached storage service, and therefore serves as a typical example of a filesystem
storage cloud. IBM SONAS currently contains support for hardware-level multi-tenancy
according to the architectures discussed in this work. Adding a higher-level of multi-
tenancy is an important step to reduce the cost of a cloud-service provider.
6.2.3 System Description
Section 6.2.3.1 gives an overview of the general architecture of a filesystem storage
cloud. Section 6.2.3.2 describes the MAC policies which are used in both architectures.
Sections 6.2.3.3 and 6.2.3.4 introduce the two alternatives, detailing the internals of the
interface nodes, the key element of the filesystem storage cloud architecture.
6.2.3.1 General Description
Figure 6.1 depicts the general architecture of a filesystem storage cloud that consists of
the following elements:
• Customers and users: A customer is an entity (e.g., a company) that uses at least
one network file system. A customer can have multiple individual users. We
assume that multiple customers connect to the filesystem storage cloud and that
each customer has a separate set of users. Data is separated between users from
distinct customers, and user IDs are in a separate namespace for each customer.
Cloud storage provider
    ...
Storage back-end
Customer 1
in cluster 1
user A     ...
    ...
user B
Customer c
in cluster 1
user A     ...user B
    ... Customer 1in cluster m
user A     ...
    ...
user B
Customer c
in cluster m
user A     ...user B
Interface
node 1
in cluster 1
    ...
Interface
node n
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Interface
node 1
in cluster m
    ...
Interface
node n
in cluster m
Figure 6.1. General architecture of a filesystem storage cloud.
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Hence two distinct customers may allocate the same user ID without any conflict
on the interface nodes or in the storage back-end.
• Interface nodes and cluster: An interface node is a system running filer services
such as NFS or CIFS daemons. Interface nodes administratively and physically
belong to the cloud service provider and serve multiple customers. A customer
connects to the filesystem storage cloud through the interface nodes and mounts its
filesystems over the Internet. Multiple interface nodes together form an interface
cluster, and one interface node may serve multiple customers. A customer connects
only to nodes in one interface cluster.
• Shared back-end storage: The shared back-end storage provides block-level storage
for user data. It is accessible from the interface clusters over a network using a
distributed filesystem such as GPFS [SH02]. It is designed to be reliable, highly
available, and performant. We assume that no security mechanism exists within the
distributed filesystem to authenticate and authorize nodes of the cluster internally.
• Customer boarding, unboarding, and configuration: Typically, interface nodes must
be created, configured, started, stopped, or removed when customers are boarded
(added to the service) or unboarded (removed from the service). This is performed
by administration nodes not shown here, which register customer accounts and
configure filesystems. Ideally, boarding and unboarding should consume a minimal
amount of system resources and time.
As an example, a customer registers a filesystem with a given size from the filesystem
storage cloud provider, and then configures machines on the customer site that mount this
filesystem. The users of the customer can then use the cloud filesystem similar to how
they use a local filesystem. Customers connect to the interface cluster via a dedicated
physical wide-area network link or via a dedicated VPN over the Internet, ideally with
low latency. The cloud provider may limit the maximal bandwidth on a customer link.
To ensure high availability and high throughput, a customer accesses the storage cloud
through the clustered interface nodes. Interface nodes have to perform synchronization
tasks within their cluster and with the back-end storage, generating additional traffic. An
interface node has three network interfaces: one to the customer, one to other nodes in
the cluster, and one to the back-end storage.
Dimensioning. The size of a filesystem storage cloud is determined by the following
parameters, which are derived from service-level agreements and from the (expected
or observed) load in the system: the number of customers c assigned to an interface
cluster, the number of interface nodes n in a cluster (due to synchronization overhead, this
incurs a trade-off between higher availability and better performance), and the number of
clusters m attached to the same storage back-end.
Customer and user authentication. Describing customer authentication would
exceed the scope of this work; in practice, it can be delegated to the customer’s VPN
endpoint in the premises of the service-cloud provider. The authentication of users from
a given customer also requires that customers provide a directory service that will serve
authentication requests made by users. Such a directory service can be physically located
on the customer’s premises and under its administration or as separate service in the
cloud. In either case, users authenticate to an interface node, which in turn relays such
requests to the authentication service of the customer.
6.2.3.2 Mandatory Access Control Policies
We use mandatory access control on the filer services. In case of their compromise, MAC
provides a first layer of defense on both architectures. For practical reasons, we have used
SELinux. Other popular choices include grsecurity RBAC [St] or TOMOYO. These MAC
systems limit the privileges of the filer services to those required, effectively creating
a sandbox environment, by enforcing policies that are essentially a list of permitted
operations (e.g., open certain files, bind certain ports, fork, . . . ).
As an example, the policies on the interface nodes basically permit the filer services
to perform the following operations: bind on their listening port and accept connections,
perform all filesystem operations on the customer’s data directory (which resides on
a distributed filesystem), append to the filer log files, and read the relevant service
configuration files.
The protection provided by these policies can be defeated in two ways. One possibility
is if the attacker manages to execute arbitrary code in kernel context (e.g., through a
local kernel exploit), in which case it is trivial to disable any protections provided by the
kernel, including MAC. The second possibility is by exploiting a hole in the SELinux
policy, which would be the case, for example, if a filer service were authorized to load a
kernel module.
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Figure 6.2. Two architectures for multi-tenancy, shown for one interface cluster of each architec-
ture.
An important example of the benefit of these policies is the restriction of accessible
network interfaces to the customer and intra-cluster network interfaces only. Another
example is the impossibility for processes running in the security context of the filer
services to write to files they can execute, or to use mmap() and mprotect() to get
around this restriction. In practice, this means, for example, that an attacker making use
of a remote exploit on a filer service cannot just obtain a shell and download and execute
a local kernel exploit: the attacker would have to find a way to execute the latter exploit
directly within the first exploit, which, depending on the specifics of the vulnerabilities
and memory protection features, can be impossible.
Note that, because of the way MAC policies are specified — that is, by white-listing
the permitted operations — these examples (network interface access denied, no read
and execute permission) are a consequence of the policy and do not have to be explicitly
specified, which encourages policies to be built according to the least privilege principle.
6.2.3.3 VMT Architecture
We now introduce the first architecture, called the virtualization-based multi-tenancy
(VMT) architecture. It is based on KVM as a hypervisor and implements multi-tenancy
by running multiple virtual interface nodes as guests on the hardware of one physical
interface node. Such a filesystem storage cloud has a fixed number of physical interface
nodes in every cluster, with each interface node running one guest for each customer.
All guests that belong to the same customer form an interface-node cluster, which
maintains the distributed filesystem with the data of the customer (labeled GPFS cluster
in Figure 6.2(a), as explained below). Each virtual machine (VM) runs one instance of
the required filer-service daemons, exporting the filesystems through the CIFS or NFS
protocols, and has three separate network interfaces.
In terms of isolation, MAC can be applied at two levels in this architecture. The first
level is inside a guest, for protecting filer services exposed to the external attackers, using
the exact same policies as in the OSMT architecture1 described below. The second level
is on the host, with the idea of sandboxing guests (i.e., QEMU processes running on
the host, in the case of KVM) by using multi-category security. Policies at this level do
not depend on what is running inside the guests, therefore they can be applied to many
virtualization scenarios. Such policies already exist and are implemented by sVirt (see
http://selinuxproject.org/page/SVirt).
Figure 6.2(a) shows one of m clusters according to the VMT architecture, in which
the distributed filesystem is GPFS and the daemons in each virtual machine are smbd
(the Samba daemon, for CIFS) and ctdbd (the clustered trivial database daemon, used
to synchronize meta-data among cluster nodes). They work together to export customer
data using the CIFS protocol. The customers are also shown and connect only to their
dedicated VM on each interface node. In terms of the dimension parameters from
Figure 6.1, for every one of the m interface clusters, there are c GPFS clusters, each
corresponding to a GPFS filesystem, and c ·n guest virtual machines (n per customer) in
this architecture.
When a new customer is boarded, it is assigned to a cluster and a configuration script
automatically starts additional guests for that customer on all the physical interface nodes
within this cluster. Furthermore, a new GPFS filesystem and cluster are created for the
customer on the new virtual guests. Customer data can then be copied to the filesystem
and accessed by users.
1Except for the use of the multi-category security functionality (see Section 6.2.3.4): categories are not
required in the VMT architecture as only one customer resides in each guest.
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6.2.3.4 OSMT Architecture
The second architecture, called the operating-system-based multi-tenancy (OSMT) ar-
chitecture, is based on a lightweight separation of OS resources by the kernel. OS-level
virtualization of this form can be achieved using containers, such as LXC, OpenVZ or
Zap pods [Osm+02] for Linux, jails [KW00] for FreeBSD, and zones [PT04] for Solaris.
Containers do not virtualize the underlying hardware, and thus cannot run multiple differ-
ent OSes, but create new isolated namespaces for some OS resources such as filesystems,
network interfaces, and processes. Processes running within a container are isolated from
processes within other containers, thus they seem to be running in a separate OS. All
processes share the same kernel, hence, one cannot encapsulate applications that rely on
kernel threads in containers (such as the kernel NFS daemon).
In our implementation, isolation is performed using SELinux multi-category-security
(MCS) policies [McC04] for shielding the processes that serve a particular customer from
all others. It is then sufficient to write a single policy for each filer service that applies
for all customers by simply adjusting the category of each filer service and other related
components inside a container (e.g., configuration files, customer data). This ensures
that no two distinct customers can access each other’s resources (because they belong to
different categories). In comparison to the VMT architecture, the policies in the guest
that contain the filer services, and the policies in the host that isolate the customers are
now combined into a single policy which achieves the same goals.
In addition, a change-root (chroot) environment is installed, whose only purpose is
to simplify the configuration of the isolated services and the file labeling for SELinux.
We refer to such a customer isolation domain as a container in the remainder of this
work. A container dedicated to one customer on an interface node consists of a chroot
directory in the root filesystem of the interface node, which contains all files required to
access the filesystem for that customer. All required daemons accessed by the customer
run within the container. Because of the chroot environment, the default path names, all
configuration files, the logfile locations, and so on, are all the same or found at the same
locations for every customer; this is implemented through read-only mount binds, without
having to copy files or create hard links. This approach makes our container-based setup
amenable to automatic maintenance through existing software distribution and packaging
tools.
This form of isolation does not provide new namespaces for some critical kernel
resources (process identifiers are global, for instance); it does not allow a limitation of
memory and CPU usage either. However, it causes a smaller overhead for isolation than
hypervisor-based virtualization does.
Figure 6.2(b) shows an interface cluster following the OSMT architecture, in which
the distributed filesystem is GPFS, shared by all containers within a cluster. Each
container runs a single instance of each of the smbd and ctdbd daemons, accessed only
by the corresponding customer. In the terms of the dimension parameters from Figure 6.1,
for every one of the m interface clusters, there exists one GPFS filesystem (only one
per cluster), n kernels (each kernel is shared by c customers), and c ·n containers (n per
customer).
Customer boarding is done by a script that creates an additional container on every
interface node in the cluster, and a data directory for that customer in the shared distributed
filesystem of the interface cluster. The daemons running inside the new containers are
configured to export the customer’s data directory using the protocols selected. No
changes have to be made to the configuration of the distributed filesystem on the interface
nodes.
6.2.4 Security Comparison
In this subsection, we discuss the differences between the VMT architecture and the
OSMT architecture from a security viewpoint. Because we aim to compare the two
approaches, we only briefly touch on those security aspects that are equal for the two
architectures. This concerns, for instance, user authentication, attacks from one user of a
customer against other users of the same customer, and attacks by the service provider
(“insider attacks” from its administrators). These aspects generally depend on the network
filesystem and the user-authentication method chosen, as well as their implementations.
They critically affect the security of the overall solution, but are not considered further
here.
6.2.4.1 Security Model
We consider only attacks by a malicious customer, i.e., attacks mounted from a user
assigned to one customer against the service provider or against other customers. In
accordance with the traditional goals of information security, we can distinguish three
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types of attacks: those compromising the confidentiality, the integrity, or the availability
of the service and/or of data from other customers.
Below we group attacks in two categories. First we discuss denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks targeting service availability in Section 6.2.4.3. Second, we subsume threats
against the confidentiality and integrity of data under unauthorized data access and
discuss them in Section 6.2.4.4.
We assume that the cloud service provider is trusted by the customers. We also
disregard customer-side cryptographic protection methods, such as filesystem encryp-
tion [DW10] and data-integrity protection [SWZ05]. These techniques would not only
secure the customer’s data against attacks from the provider but also protect its data from
other customers. Such solutions can be implemented by the customer transparently to the
service provider and generally come with their own cost (such as key management or the
need for local trusted storage).
6.2.4.2 Comparison Method
An adversary may compromise a component of the system or the whole system with a
certain likelihood, which depends on the vulnerability of the component and on properties
of the adversary such as its determination, its skills, the resources it invests in an attack
and so on. This likelihood is influenced by many factors, and we refrain from assigning
numerical values or probabilities to it, as it cannot be evaluated with any reasonable
accuracy [Sch04, Chap. 3–4].
Instead we group all attacks into three sets according to the likelihood that an attack
is feasible with methods known today or the likelihood of discovering an exploitable
vulnerability that immediately enables the attack. We roughly estimate the relative
severity of attacks and vulnerabilities according to criteria widely accepted by computer
emergency readiness teams (CERTs), such as previous exploits or their attack surfaces.
Our three likelihood classes are described by the terms unlikely, somewhat likely and
likely.
In Section 6.2.4.4 we model data compromise in the filesystem storage cloud through
graphical attack trees [Sch99]. They describe how an attacker can reach its goal over
various paths; the graphs allow a visual comparison of the security of the architectures.
More precisely, an attack tree is a directed graph, whose nodes correspond to states
of the system. The initial state is shown in white (meaning that the attacker obtains
an account on the storage cloud) and the exit node is colored black (meaning that the
attacker gained unauthorized access to another customer’s data). A state designates a
component of the system (as described in the architecture) together with an indication of
the security violation the attacker could have achieved or of how the attacker could have
reached this state.
An edge corresponds to an attack that could be exploited by an attacker to advance
the state of compromise of the system. The intermediate nodes are shown in various
shades of gray, roughly corresponding to the severity of the compromise. Every attack is
labeled by a likelihood (unlikely, somewhat likely, or likely), represented by the type of
arrow used.
6.2.4.3 Denial-of-Service Attacks
Server crashes. An attacker can exploit software bugs causing various components of
an interface node to crash, such as the filer services (e.g., the NFS or CIFS daemon)
or the OS kernel serving the customer. Such crashes are relatively easy to detect and
the service provider can recover from them easily by restarting the component. Usually
such an attack can also be attributed to a specific customer because the service provider
maintains billing information of the customer; hence the offending customer can easily
be banned from the system.
Both architectures involve running dedicated copies of the filer services for each
customer. Therefore, crashing a filer service only affects the customer itself. Although
the attack may appear likely in our terminology, we consider it not to be a threat because
of the external recovery methods available.
Note that non-malicious faults or random crashes of components are not a concern
because all components are replicated inside an interface cluster, which means that the
service as a whole remains available. Crashes due to malicious attacks, on the other hand,
will affect all nodes in a cluster as the attacker can repeat its attack.
Furthermore, any server crash has to be carried out remotely and therefore mainly
affects the network stack. It appears much easier for a local user to crash a server, in
contrast. For this, the attacker must previously obtain the privilege to execute code on the
interface node, most likely through an exploit in one of the filer services. However, when
attackers have obtained a local account on an interface node, they can cause much more
severe problems than simply causing a crash (Section 6.2.4.4). Therefore we consider a
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locally mounted DoS attack as an acceptable threat.
In the VMT architecture, a kernel crash that occurs only inside the virtual machine
dedicated to the customer does not affect other customers, which run in other guests —
at least according to the generally accepted view of virtual-machine security. However,
the effects on other guests depend on the kind of the DoS attack. A network attack that
exploits a vulnerability in the upper part of the network stack (e.g., UDP) most likely only
crashes the targeted guest. But an attack on lower-layer components of the hypervisor
(e.g., network interface driver), which run in the host, can crash the host and all guests
at once. Moreover, additional vulnerabilities may be introduced through the hypervisor
itself.
In the OSMT architecture, an attacker may crash the OS kernel (through a vulnerability
in the network interface driver or a bug in the network stack), which results in the crash
of the entire interface node and disables also the service to all other customers. Thus, the
class of DoS attacks targeted against the OS kernel has a greater effect than in the VMT
architecture.
Resource exhaustion. An attacker can try to submit many filesystem requests to
exhaust some resource, such as the network between the customers and the interface
nodes, the network between interface nodes and the resource cluster, or the available
CPU and memory resources on the interface nodes. Network-resource exhaustion attacks
affect both our designs in the same way (and more generally, are a common problem in
most Internet services); therefore, we do not consider them further and discuss only the
exhaustion of host resources.
In the VMT architecture, hypervisors can impose a memory bound on a guest OS and
limit the number of CPUs that a guest can use. For example, a six-CPU interface node
may be shared by six customers in our setup. Limiting every guest to two CPUs means
that the interface node still tolerates two malicious customers that utilize all computation
power of their dedicated guests, but continues to serve the other four customers with two
CPUs.
The impact of a resource-exhaustion attack with a container setup in the OSMT
architecture depends on the container technology used and its configuration.
In our study, we use a container technology (SELinux and chroot environment) that
cannot restrict the CPU used or the memory consumed by a particular customer. Given
proper dimensioning of the available CPU and memory resources with respect to the
expected maximal load per customer, however, a fair resource scheduler alone can be
sufficient to render such attacks harmless.
With more advanced container technology, such as LXC (based on the recent cgroup
process grouping feature of the Linux kernel), it is possible to impose fine-grained
restrictions on these resources, analogously to a hypervisor. For instance, the number of
CPUs attributed to a customer and the maximally used CPU percentage can be limited
for every customer.
6.2.4.4 Unauthorized Data Access
We describe here the attack graphs in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 as explained in Section 6.2.4.2.
Some attacks are common and apply to both architectures; they are described first. We
then present specific attacks against the VMT and OSMT architectures. Each attack
graph includes all attacks relevant for the architecture.
Common attacks.
Filer service compromise. Various memory corruption vulnerabilities (such as buffer
overflows, string format vulnerabilities, double frees) are notorious for allowing attackers
to execute arbitrary code with the privileges of the filer service. However, protection
measures such as address space layout randomization, non-executable pages, position-
independent executables, and stack canaries, can render many attacks impossible without
additional vulnerabilities (e.g., information leaks). This is especially true for remote
attacks, in which the attacker has very little information (e.g., no access to /proc/pid/)
and less control over memory contents (e.g., no possibility of attacker-supplied environ-
ment variables) than for local attacks. For these reasons, we categorize these attacks as
“somewhat likely.”
Complementing the aforementioned attacks that permit arbitrary code execution,
confused deputy attacks [Har88] form a weaker class of attacks. In such an attack,
the attacker lures the target application into performing an operation unauthorized to
the attacker without obtaining arbitrary code execution. Directory traversal, whereby
an attacker tricks the filer service into serving files from a directory that should not
be accessible, is a famous example of such attacks in the context of storage services
(e.g., CVE-2010-0926, CVE-2001-1162 for CIFS). Clearly, such attacks leverage the
privileges of the target process: a process that has restricted privileges is not vulnerable.
Therefore, they form a weaker class of attacks: preventing unauthorized data access
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to an attacker who has compromised the filer service through arbitrary code execution
also prevents these attacks. Furthermore, confused deputy attacks are very unlikely
to serve as a stepping stone for a second attack (e.g., accessing the internal network
interface), which would be required to access another tenant’s data in both architectures
here. Consequently, we do not consider confused deputy attacks any further.
Kernel compromise. We distinguish between remote and local kernel attacks. The
reasoning in the previous paragraph concerning the lack of information and memory
control is essentially also valid for remote kernel exploits. However, for the kernel, the
attack surface is much more restricted: typically network drivers and protocols, and
usually under restrictive conditions (e.g., LAN access). Recently, Wi-Fi drivers have
been found to be vulnerable (CVE-2008-4395), as well as the SCTP protocol (CVE-
2009-0065) both of which would not be used in the context of a filesystem storage
cloud. For these reasons, we categorize these attacks as “unlikely.” In contrast to remote
exploits, we categorize local kernel exploits as “somewhat likely” given the information
advantage (e.g., /proc/kallsysms) and capabilities of a local attacker (e.g., mapping a
fixed memory location). Many recently discovered local kernel vulnerabilities, and the
general lack of kernel self-protection techniques used in practice, confirms this view.
SELinux bypass. The protection provided by SELinux can be bypassed in two ways.
One of them is by leveraging a mistake in the security policy written for the application: if
the policy is too permissive, the attacker can find ways to get around some restrictions. An
example of such a policy vulnerability was found in sVirt [Woj]: an excessively permissive
rule in the policy allowed an attacker in the hypervisor context to write directly to the
physical drive, which the attacker can leverage in many ways to elevate his privileges.
The second option for bypassing SELinux is by leveraging a SELinux implementation
bug in the kernel. An example of such a vulnerability is the bypass of NULL pointer
dereference protections. The Linux kernel performs checks when performing mmap() to
prevent a user from mapping addresses lower than mmap min addr (which is required for
exploiting kernel NULL pointer dereferences vulnerabilities). SELinux also implemented
such a protection (with the additional possibility of allowing such an operation for some
trusted applications). However, the SELinux access control decision in the kernel would
basically override the mmap min addr check, weakening the security of the default kernel
(CVE-2009-2695). For these reasons, we categorize these attacks as “somewhat likely.”
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Figure 6.3. Attack graph for the VMT architecture.
Attacks against the VMT architecture.
VM escapes. Although virtual machines are often marketed as the ultimate security
isolation tool, it has been shown [Kor09; Orm07] that many existing hypervisors contain
vulnerabilities that can be exploited to escape from a guest machine to the host. We
assume these attacks are “somewhat likely”.
Filer service compromise: NFS daemon and SELinux. Apart from the helper dae-
mons, which represent a small part of the overall code (e.g., rpc.mountd, rpc.statd,
portmapd), most of the nfsd code is in kernel-space. This means it is not possible to
restrict the privileges of this code with a MAC mechanism in the sense that a vulnerability
in this code might directly lead to arbitrary code execution in kernel mode. The authors
of [Bla+09] tried to implement such a protection within the kernel but this approach
cannot guarantee sufficient isolation of kernel code simply because an attacker with ring
0 privileges can disable SELinux. We categorize this attack as “somewhat likely.”
Attacks against the OSMT architecture.
Container escapes. As mentioned in 6.2.3.4, we have implemented what we refer
to as containers using a chroot environment. As is widely known, a chroot environment
does not effectively prevent an attacker from escaping from the environment and provides
limited isolation. For completeness, we include a container-protection layer which
corresponds to the chroot environment (without SELinux) in Figure 6.4, and marked
it as “likely” to be defeated. However, containers such as LXC do implement better
containment using the cgroups feature of Linux. While these technologies have a clean
and simple design, it is still likely that some vulnerabilities allowing escapes can be found,
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Figure 6.4. Attack graph for the OSMT architecture.
especially because they are very recent (one such current concern regards containers
mounting a /proc pseudo-filesystem).
6.2.5 Conclusion and Applicability of Attack Surface Reduction
A high-level comparison of Figures 6.3 and 6.4 shows that the VMT architecture has
many more layers and could lead to the conclusion that the VMT approach provides
better security. However, we also have to take into account the various attacks: most
notably, it is possible that an attacker uses the internal network interface effectively for
customer data access, and that this network interface is accessible from within the guest
VMs (which is required, because the distributed filesystem service runs in the guest). The
possibility of this attack renders other layers of protection due to VM isolation much less
useful in the VMT architecture.
In other words, a likely chain of compromises that can occur for each scenario is
• for VMT:
1. attacker compromises filer service, obtaining local unprivileged access,2
2. attacker exploits a local kernel privilege escalation vulnerability that can be
exploited within the MAC security context of the filer service,
3. attacker accesses files of a customer through the distributed filesystem (as-
suming no authentication or authorization of nodes and no access control on
blocks).
2In the case of a kernel NFS daemon, it is possible that the attacker directly obtains ring 0 privileges
and can therefore skip the next step, however this is less likely.
• for OSMT:
1. attacker compromises filer service, obtaining local unprivileged access,
2. attacker exploits a local kernel privilege escalation vulnerability that can be
exploited within the MAC security context of the filer service,
3. attacker accesses files of a local co-tenant, or through the distributed filesys-
tem for other customers.
First, although it is expected that hypervisor-level multi-tenancy can, in general,
be a better security design than OS-level multi-tenancy, we have seen in the case of a
filesystem storage cloud and under our assumptions (i.e., that in a distributed filesystem,
each individual node is trusted), no solution was clearly more secure than the other. Both
solutions could be used to achieve an acceptable level of security.
Second, with regards to this thesis, we have seen the importance of kernel self-
protection in practical uses. Indeed, in both cases, the most likely chain of compromises
includes making use of a kernel privilege escalation vulnerability. This thesis shows that
the likelihood of such an even can be reduced by making use of either of the two kernel
attack surface reduction techniques presented (tailoring and trimming).
7
Conclusion
“ It is a far, far better thing that I do,than I have ever done; it is a far, farbetter rest that I go to than I have
ever known. ”Charles Dickens, A tale of two cities
This thesis demonstrates the feasibility and the effectiveness of reducing kernel attack
surface to improve kernel protection. This chapter concludes this thesis by summing up
its results, contributions, and opens up towards areas of future work.
7.1 In a nutshell
Commodity OS kernels includes many exotic features, which are seldom used. Attackers
tend to target such features, at least as often as other features. In fact, sometimes attackers
are even more likely to target them, because of their ripeness for vulnerabilities induced
by a lack of testing in such code paths. Past research mainly focused on either making
kernels smaller and more secure by designing new operating systems from scratch,
finding vulnerabilities using static and dynamic analysis, or mitigating the impact of
vulnerabilities by making their exploitation more difficult.
Approach. In this thesis, I focus on reducing kernel attack surface. To achieve this
goal, I propose two methods: the first makes uses of the built-in configurability of the
kernel to disable features, while the second dynamically instruments a carefully selected
set of kernel functions to detect, or even prevent, the use of such unnecessary features.
To enable understanding and evaluating the benefits of such approaches, I also define and
measure how such seldom-used features are increasing the attack surface.
Research Questions. In the context of this thesis, I explored two main research
questions:
Q1: Is it possible to precisely define the kernel attack surface? Can it be measured?
In Chapter 3, I defined the kernel attack surface based on call graph reachability
and the assumption of a security model. I also defined two metrics two measure
the size of these attack surfaces, with proofs based on properties that such metrics
should intuitively fulfill. Then, in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, I used these metrics to
measure the attack surface of distribution kernels.
Q2: Can we develop kernel protection mechanisms whose attack surface reduction is
quantifiable? To what extent can these mechanisms be applied to commodity OSes
in practice?
This thesis demonstrates that tailoring and trimming are both kernel protection
mechanism whose attack surface reduction is quantifiable. I have also shown that
these can be used with ease on Linux. I discussed the limitations of each of these
approaches, mainly recompilation for tailoring and false positives for trimming.
Finally, both approaches are effective in preventing vulnerabilities present in the
kernel sources from affecting the security of running systems.
Summary. Making use of kernel attack surface metrics is a useful way to guide the
design and implementation of kernel attack surface methods. By keeping in mind the
goal of reducing kernel attack surface, we designed tailoring and trimming, which detect
or prevent the exploitation of a large number of kernel vulnerabilities.
7.2 Contributions
This thesis makes three major contributions.
The first contribution deals with methods for quantifying kernel attack surface. There,
I define what the kernel attack surface is, and propose a definition as well as multiple
methods of quantifying it. This is necessary because the current state of the art usually
consists often in counting source lines of code (which unfortunately also includes code
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unreachable to attackers), or, anecdotal evidence on past vulnerabilities that would be
prevented. Hence, this method enables to develop novel kernel protection protection and
compare them with improved scientific rigor.
The second contribution, compile-time kernel tailoring, is a kernel protection tech-
nique that aims to reduce attack surface. We show it is possible to automatically generate
a set of kernel configuration option for a given workload (via kernel tracing), and that the
resulting kernel can be proven to provide a smaller attack surface.
The third contribution, run-time kernel trimming, also aims to reduce attack surface,
but at a finer granularity and without requiring to recompile the kernel. By selectively
instrumenting kernel functions, it also incurs minimal performance overhead. Evaluation
results show that the attack surface can be reduced significantly more than via tailoring.
Summary. Together, these three contributions demonstrate that kernel attack surface
reduction is a viable and effective approach to improving kernel protection in commodity
OSes such as Linux. The attack surface metrics lay the foundation for this work by en-
abling objective comparisons, while tailoring and trimming show the practical feasibility,
effectiveness as well as limitations of such approaches.
7.3 Future Work
This work opens many areas of future work. We have seen attack surface reduction is
effective even with techniques of moderate complexity (trimming and tailoring), hence,
I would expect that improved techniques can reduce the attack surface even further.
For instance, basic-block level tracing can provide finer-granularity information on the
necessary functionality, when compared to the function-level tracing I have performed,
although this brings a new set of challenges, especially in terms of quantification.
Similarly, a case can be made for transposing attack surface reduction to user space
(e.g., network daemons such as a web server). As an example, the OpenSSL library,
which is linked in many critical internet-facing daemons, consists of about 300,000 lines
of code in its source tree. It would be beneficial to quantify how much of this code
is actually reachable to a remote attacker, how much of this code is necessary for the
typical operation of such a daemon. In turn, mechanisms comparable to kernel tailoring
or trimming could be adapted. For instance, such an approach would have proactively
prevented the now infamous “heartbleed” vulnerability [Adv14], since the OpenSSL
heartbeat functionality was reachable to remote attackers despite being unnecessary in
a large number of use cases. In fact, as a response to the vulnerability, some OpenSSL
distributors decided to turn of the feature via a compile-time switch [Raa14].
Finally, there is an exciting area of work relating to run-time kernel trimming en-
forcement. Recently, we were able to build OS kernels with both hardened and “vanilla”
kernel code, while sharing all kernel data. This opens up the possibility of having a
“split kernel”, which can run hardened kernel code only when necessary: for instance
some processes can be run under hardened kernel code while others use a vanilla kernel
for their system calls. This results in best-of-both-worlds OS kernels that can include
hardening features without sacrificing any performance in practice.
A
Proofs
The following is a proof of Proposition 1.
Proof (AS1 and AS2 are attack surface metrics). AS1µ satisfies Definition 5 through
Lemma 1, as adding new functions to the sum results in a larger attack surface measure-
ment (since µ has non-negative values).
For AS2µ , the non-negativity is a known result of algebraic graph theory [Big74]: the
Laplacian matrix of a simple graph is symmetric real and all eigenvalues are non-negative,
hence, the quadratic form associated with the Laplacian (x 7→ xT L(G)x) can only take
non-negative values.
Before proving that AS2µ satisfies the second property in Lemma 1, we explicit the
rationale behind chosing this metric. The metric contains a quadratic term that accounts
for the relative “complexity” of a function in comparison to its callers and callees: if a
function is calling (or is called by) a more complex function, its relative contribution to
the attack surface should increase and vice versa. For instance, this can be written for a
function n, called by functions m, m′ and calling function m′′, κ(n) denoting the relative
complexity of function n:
κ(n) = µ(n)
[
(µ(n)−µ(m))+(µ(n)−µ(m′))+(µ(n)−µ(m′′))]
Generalizing to any function:
κ(n) = µ(n)
deg(n)µ(n)− ∑
(i,n)∈C˜AS
µ(i)

Which, after summing over all functions, corresponds to µAST L(G˜AS)µAS.
Let’s now prove that adding a new node to an existing graph can only increase this
quadratic term. Without loss of generality, we assume we starting with function set
F = J1 . . .N−1K and affect N to the newly added function. This function is either called
or is calling m functions in I ⊆ F with deg(N) = m < N. We denote by κ the old relative
complexity and κ ′ the new (after the addition of N to the graph), and deg corresponds as
well to the old degree of a node, unless it is deg(N). Then:
∀i ∈ F,κ ′(i)−κ(i) = µ(i) [µ(i)−µ(N)]
Therefore:
κ(N)+∑
i∈F
(κ ′(i)−κ(i)) = µ(N)
[
deg(N)µ(N)−∑
i∈I
µ(i)
]
+∑
i∈I
µ(i) [µ(i)−µ(N)]
=∑
i∈I
µ(i)2+mµ(N)2−2µ(N)∑
i∈I
µ(i)
=∑
i∈I
(µ(i)−µ(N))2 ≥ 0
Hence, adding new functions can only increase the attack surface measurement AS2µ .
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